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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The concept of the electrothermal gun was first developed in the hopes of increasing

the muzzle velocity of a projectile for use in a wide variety of tasks. Most notably, the

use of this concept has applications in the area of both space-based hypervelocity

"kinetic-kill" type weaponry as well as more conventional tank and artillery uses. An

electrothermal gun is designed to utilize the interaction of an electrically-generated

plasma or working fluid to create the high temperatures and high pressures necessary for

projectile motion. "The deposition of electrical energy into the gun represents a way of

increasing the work potential of the driver gases as compared to conventional

propellants." ' By using electricity as the source of energy, instead of the conventional

chemical reactions in an ordinary propellant, the working fluid may be chosen for its low

molecular weight, high sound speed, favorable base pressure-to-breech pressure ratios,

and other beneficial thermal characteristics without regard to the chemical reactions

required to form the working fluid. The "tailoring" of the amount of energy and type of

working fluid represents a significant advancement over that of conventional propellant

commonly used in projectile devices.

Typically, electrothermal guns offer a substantial increase in muzzle velocity over that

attained through the use of conventional propellants. As an example, most conventional

1
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ty,?e propellants can impart velocities to projectiles on the order of 2 to 3 kmn/sec,

whereas electrothermal guits have been dermon3trated to attain projectile muzzle velocities

in excess of 6 to 7 km/sec. In fact, under ideal circumstances, it is theoretically possible

to extend these velocities for small mass projectiles to over 9 km/sec. 2

In the attempt to harness these advantages, several classes of electrothermal gun have

been developed over the last few decades. These include Combustion-Augmented

Plasma, or "CAP", guns, Thermal-Electric (ET) guns, and the Electrically Powered Light

Gas Gun (ELGG). Each of these devices use slightly different working characteristics,

but are, in reality, variations on the same theme.

This thesis examines a new variation on the ELGG concept, that differs in both the

initial configuration of the device, as well as the development of the working fluid or

plasma within the "propellant chamber". The "propellant chamber" is synonymous with

the breech of the gun. The "propellant chamber" in the case of the ELGG has

temperatures of up to several electron volts and pressures ranging from 850 to 1,150

atmospheres.

The extremely higi, velocities and subsequent high operating temperatures and

pressures attained by electrothermal guns suggest that a great deal of heat transfer from

the plasma to the gun barrel must take place and that this heat transfer is likely to be

much greater than that in a conventionally powered device. However, much of the

previous research into electrothermal guns has not adequately addressed this concern, and

in fact many of the published documents simply assume that the heat transfer is of the
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same order of magnitude as that in conventional guns with radiation assumed to be

negligible. Little, if any, further study on this subject has been conducted.

It is the aim of this thesis to examine the new class of electrothermal gun and to study

its operation. Specifically, the heat transfer mechanisms in the electrothermal gun barrel

environment are examined in detail. MACH2, a 2 1/2 dimensional

magnetohydrodynarnic simulation code developed at the Phillips Laboratories (Kirtland

AFB, New Mexico) running on an Ohio State Cray supercomputer will be utilized in

order to provide highly accurate and insightful computer simulated data for various heat

transfer modes and viscous effects within the barrel section of the ELGG. The

combination of first principle model development and MACH2 data will yield a

substantial understanding of the ELGG operational and heat transfer characteristics.

1.1 - PROBLEM STATEMENT

The basic configuration and operation of the El GG will be discussed with the future

application of a 2,100 capacitor bank located at the Ohio State University, known as

"Godzilla", to the ELGG in mind. Additionally, this thesis will study the three main heat

transfer mechanisms: thermal radiation, forced convection and thermal conduction from

the high temperature plasma "working fluid" to the walls of the electrothermal gun barrel.

Since various theoretical heat transfer radiation models are available, the determination of

which model is appropriate to the conditions within the ELGG barrel will be made, and

the comparison between the various heat transfer modes will be derived and their regions
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of influence described. Viscous effects will be taken into account, and the combined

energy loss due to the main transfer mechanisms and the viscous effec-,s will be discussed.

The impact of the heat transfer mechanisms and viscous losses will be discussed and

demonstrated from predicted data obtained with models developed in this thesis.

Consideration will be given to the degree of ionization and dissociation created by the

changing temperature and pressure profiles throughout the length of the barrel. Finally,

this thesis will discuss the applicability and useability of the magnetohydrodynamic

simulation code, MACH2, to the problem of high heat transfer and viscous effects within

the barrel region of an ELGG.

1.2 - PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

The system described in this thesis uses hydrogen gas as the working fluid, unless

specified otherwise, and avoids the use of chemical reactions as the source of energy by

introducing an arc discharge in the breech chamber. The region prior to the beginning of

the ELGG barrel is not studied in this thesis, but it is assumed that hydrogen gas at a

specific stagnation pressure and temperature, as well as inlet velocity, is provided as

initial conditions. The analysis deals with a hydrogen plasma at initial stagnation

temperatures ranging from one to three electron volts (eV) and at stagnation pressures

from 850 to 1,150 atmospheres. These initial parameters, in addition to a set of assumed

velocity profiles at the i.alet are consistent with the flow exiting the chamber. The initial

conditions pose extreme heat transfer problems within the barrel region of:he gun, as
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well as the necessity to contain the force on the barrel walls caused by the high pressures.

The actual heating of the working fluid by an electric arc is not discussed.

Hydrogen gas was chosen as the working fluid for several important reasons. The low

molecular weight of the gas is one of the keys to attaining very high projectile velocities,

and the corresponding high sound speed of hydrogen aids in the interaction of the hot

plasma gas and the projectile by decreasing the wave transit time throughout the working

fluid, further increasing the possible projectile velocity. Because of the choice to use

hydrogen -,as, the thermal characteristics, opacities, and thermodynamic properties of

hydrogen need to be well understood.

In addition to gaining a good understanding of the properties of hydrogen at the

conditions necessary for electrothermal gun operation, the main modes of heat transfer

need to be well understood, The nature of these modes is vital to the understanding of

the overall heat transfer, and governs the exit kinetic energy the projectile may acquire

from intera -tion with the plasma.

The importance of studying the heat transfer mechanisms is dramaticelly illustrated by

the results of an experiment by Tidman and Massey. ' They developed a similar ELGG

with a barrel length of 5.0 m, bore diameter of 1.6 cm, and chamber volume of 244 cm'

in which a projectile with a mass of 10 grams was accelerated to speeds of about 7

km/sec with an efficiency (defined as the transfer of the energy contained within the

propellant gas to kinetic energy of the projectile) of 32%. This indicates that fully 68% of

the energy initially stored in the plasma is lost due to a variety of sources. Most of these

are in the form of heat convection out of the z:.. el walls, heat transfer to the projectile,
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conversion of energy into internal energy modes, energy of ionization, and dissociation

energy. This represents a considerable amount of energy which must be accounted for. 3

The main problem with describing the heat transfer mechanisms stems from the large

pressure, hence density gradients throughout the length of the barrel, as well as the large

temperature gradients between the plasma and the surrounding barrel walls, especially

near the wall surface within a thermal boundary layer. In addition, the effects of each of

the heat transfer modes is difficult, if not impossible to uncouple from each other. As the

plasma travels down the barrel, the movement of the projectile changes the volume the

plasma must occupy, thus further decreasing the pressure and temperature in the plasma

itself, resulting in larger gradients in the direction of the flow and less plasma energy

available to be imparted to the projectile.

Electrothermal guns operate in regions of temperature and pressure where more

conventional artillery guns do not function. As a consequence of this, very little data for

thermodynamic and opacity properties of hydrogcn has been collected Aith guns in mind.

However, much of the data used in this thesis was obtained from studies of stellar

surfaces, which in many ways, has similar environmental factors to those in an

electrothermal gun barrel.

In addition to losses due to heat transfer, viscous effects are also important and are

studied. Problems associated with viscous effects include loss of flow energy and

possible choking of the flow within the barrel region of the ELGG. Regimes of operation

in which choking becomes a problem will be discussed and will be correlated with heat

transfer studies as well.



CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

In order to have a good understanding of what the system physically looks like, and

what regions of the gun the considerations of heat transport are important, it is necessary

to understand the operational characteristics of an electrothermal gun. There have been

several concepts of electrothermal guns, and what differentiates one design from another

is also important to understand. To begin vith, an electrothermal gun is an advanced

concept which involves addition of electrical energy via a plasma working fluid to a

projectile. A working fluid is merely a gas or plasma which imparts energy, in this case,

to a projectile.

The working fluid maintains the high temperatures and pressures necessary for the

acceleration of a projectile down a gun barrel. The separation of the tasks of power

generation and gas generation (both accomplished by one propellant source in a

conventional gun approach) is inherently more flexible, allowing the tailoring of the

working fluid to products with low molecular weight. In the case of the ELGG s:udied in

this thesis, hydrogen is the propellant selected due to it's very low molecular weight of

2.016xl 0-3 Kg/Kmol. The use of a low molecular weight propellant helps to minimize the

pressure losses along the gun barrel.

7
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A major advantage of the ELGG is that by separating the sources of thermal energy

and working fluid, it is possible to select a working fluid based on its physical and

thermodynamic characteristics without worry as to the energy-producing chemical

reactions taking place. In addition, if the assumption that the rate of production of the

working fluid is "directly related to the rate of deposition of electrical energy into the

system, pressure time traces can be much more readily optimized in terms of producing

maximum muzzle velocity for a fixed maximum allowable breech pressure."'

2.1 -- HISTORY AND CONFIGURATIONS OF ELECTROTHERMAL GUNS

"I hermal-electric, or ET propulsion as it is known today, has its origins in the 1950's

and 60's when researchers attempted various means of utilizing electrical energy in the

interior of a gun tube. Primarily, these experiments involved the conversion of electrical

energy to thermal energy of the propelling gases in the breech or barrel."43 During the

1970's, electromagnetic propulsion (EM) devices were studied and developed. Several

key technologies were developed which were then adapted for use in ET devices, most

notably the advanced power supplies required by both types of systems.

The 1980's saw increased interest in ET devices, and the development of the

Combustion-Augmented Plasma (CAP) gun provided renewed study of this technology.

The CAP gun is "typically a hybrid system combining the attributes of electrothermal and

liquid propellant systems. Electrical energy stored in a capacitor bank is discharged

through a breech mounted cartridge. A capillary section within the cartridge consists of
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the anode/cathode terminals, consumable liner, and a solid fuel source. The electrical

discharge strikes a plasma arc within the capillary which ablates the liner material and

vaporizes the fuel source. A plasma jet is formed and accelerated through a nozzle and

into the combustion chamber. Through the interaction of the rich plasma jet and liquid

liner, thermal energy is transferred."' A schematic of a typical CAP gun demonstrates its

basic configuration:

s~%if PueIId

Figure 2.1 CAP Gun. basic configuration

The above description demonstrates that this type of electrothermal gun, although

using a plasma as part of the gas used for projectile motion, is really a different type of

chemical propellant device and is not too far removed from conventional artillery guns.

Indeed, it has been discussed that the main fraction of energy within the accelerating gas

is formed from chemical reactions, and the plasma has little if any effect on the energy
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content of the gas. Juhsz notes that. "one strong specific concern [of the electrothermal

community] was that with a large percentage of the propulsion energy coming from the

chemical source (a common figure was a 75/25 chemical to electrical energy ratio) the

electrothermal [CAP] gun could reduce to a modem version of the ill-fated bulk loaded

liquid propellant gun concept." 7

The system described in detail in this thesis uses hydrogen gas as the sole working

fluid, unless noted otherwise, and does not rely on any chemical reactions for the

de,,elopmeat of the plasma. Typically the hydrogen is at stagiiation pressures of 850 to

1,150 atmospheres and stagnation temperatures initially between one eV and three eV.

This system is generally configured as a chamber separated from a tube (the muzzle) by a

diaphragm designed to break at a given pressure.

Hydrogen gas is introduced into the "combustion chamber" (or capi!lary, or breech),

at some initial pressure and temperature, and then hydrogen plasma is created by the

interaction of the initial hydrogen "charge" with an electric arc created between an

annular anode casing, or nozzle, and a cathode probe. A wire connects the anode and

Crthodt LU idi1latae the SianJ L oli art; discliwIge. Th1'ib wire expiodes wi.h the

application of electric.-l current (usually within the first few microseconds), but its short

life span! is sufficiert to create the pzth for the arc to develop It is assumed in this thesis

that the mass of the exploding wire atoms does not significantly impact the propellant

mass, and therefore does not alter the mc, lecular weight of the workinZ fluid, nor does it

impact the thermal characteristics and the ratio of specific heats of the hydrogen gas.
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Once initiated, the arc is self sustaining as long as electrical energy is provided. "The

actual thermal conversion takes place when electrons which are driven from one end of

the capillary [or breech] to thc other collide with ions or atoms in the plasma. Tils

increases the energy of the plasma constituents which is directly related to the plasma

temperature The collision rate and the number of electrons available define the electrical

resistance of the disc!iarge so that the usual relation for ohmic heating holds" ' It is

assumed that the electrical energy i• uniformly distributed throughout the working fluid.

A-: a spziffied pressure (usually between 850 and 1,150 atmospheres), the diaphragm

break3, allowing the energetic plasma to expand either directly into the ELGG barrel or

through a convei-jent-divergealL iiozale and into the barrel where the fluid interacts with

-the p!u3jertile. This interai-tioa takes place as long as the projectile remains in the muzzle,

and the effects of muzzle wall interactions, as well as the increasing volume due to

projectile motion and heat transfer, must be taken into account. The main components of

the ELGG are the electric power source (capacitor bxnk), an electrical switch, the

"combustion or arc chamber" wi.th anode casing and cathode probe, diaphragm, muzzle

-U, -,,. ,, i-JeIvJv.l.. The kilwUii,.g •&Lire gapl-ulcaiily IU'llyUila tu a flheniatc a

tpical ELGG. Note that tills Lgure does not ilh.strate a convergemt-divergent nozzel

section prior to the barrei inlet.
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Figure 2.2 Electrothermal Light Gas Gun conliguration

The kinetic energy transferred to the projectile is a fu~nction of the velocity attained

throughout the muzzle. "It is generally accepted that the practical velocity limit of

chemical propulsion is on the order of two kilometers per second. It is also thought [by

the requirements for higher velocity weaponry] that this may not be adequate. Three

factors, propeliant energy density, progressivity, and the partitioning of kinetic energy

between the propellant gases and projectile are seen as potential contributors to this

velocity limit. "'

"Tlhe first parameter, propellant energy, is determined by the heats of formation and

the relative amounts of propellant constituents. Given the mature state of the art in

energetic materials, extending the energy limits of new formulations significantly may not
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energetic materials, extending the energy limits of new formulations significantly may not

be practical. While formulations with higher energies are certainly possible, their

potentially increased hazard properties may not be acceptable." 1

The second parameter, progressivity, "i.e. the increase in gas generation rate as

burning progresses concerns the ceiling on the amount of propellant which may be

profitably burned in the gun." ' Since progressivity is governed by tle chemistry or the

granulation of the propellant, there is an optimum limit to which a chemical propellant can

impart kinetic energy to the projectile. The energy limitations inherent in the propellant

chemistry are thereby avoided by the use of the electrothermal guvr.

"The third parameter, partitioning of kinetic energy between the propellant gases and

the projectile becomes impcrtant due to the high propellant mass (charge) to projectile

mass ratios (C/M) required to attain high velocities. In interior ballistics it is generally

estimated that for C/M approxir, ately 1, the kinetic energy of the propellant gases is

about one third the projectile kinetic energy. Above a C/M of three, the kinetic energy of

the propellant gases begins to exceed the kinetic energy of the projectile, making high

velocit; systems increasingly less efficient."

The following figure grap!hically illustrates the effects of changing any combination of

the propellant molecular mass, C, the sound speed of the working fluid, A, the projectile

mass ,M, amd the projectile muzzle velocity, V, has on the gas expansion ratio, E. 2

ýMMM M
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M=const

V/A

E•-

M/C

Figure 2.3 Correlation of main parameters 2

"The degree of expansion, E, is a param-iter. Sound speed, A, in electric-discharge

gun appears to be much more than powder [conventional propellant] gun mainly because

of mass of light gases is considerably less, and -o be considerably higher than in piston

light-gas gun due to rather high temperature. Therefore, at other equal (sic.) conditions,

the higher muzzle velocity is obtained." 2 The followi.'ng table illustrates the advantnages

of the ELGG over conventional powder (i.e. chemical reaction dependent) guns and

piston light gas guns.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of three different types of guns. (Note
conventional propellant has a relative number of I for comparison.)

Parameter Conventional Piston light ELGG
powder gun gas gun

Minimum 1 0.06 0.06
molecular
mass of gas

Maximum 1 0.3-0.8 1.5-2.0
temperature of
gas

Chamber 1 2 4-5
speed of
sound, A

Relative mass 1 2-3 5-6
of projectile,
M/C

'Maximum 1 1.5-2 2 - 3
projectile
muzzle
velocity at the
same
expansion
ratio, E

Weight of 1 2 1
barrel

The electrothermal gun concept is a way of avoiding the disadvantages of conventional

propellant and offer the ability to achieve higher velocity projectiles. Since electrothermal

guns use gas pressure to impart motion to the projectile, it has been speculated that

conventional barrel technologies and materials could be used. However, this is a

discussion which needs to be analyzed by considering the heat transfer from the hot
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plasma, which will be accomplished in chapters three and four. Typical electrothermal

plasma temperatures can range from 10,000K (about 1 eV) to 34,000K (about 3 eV),

whereas typical conveittional gun flame temperatures are in the 4,000K te 5,000K regime.

"For a conventional solid propellant gun the constraining factors on performance in

terms of muzzle velocity are gun strength, chamber volume and tube length as well as the

combustion characteristics of the propellant. The gun chamber volume limits the

pressures at which the gun can operate. Burning characteristics of the propellant

determine the pressure distribution throughout the gun. An electrothermal gun is also

limited by similar constraints. Gun strength again limits operational pressures. The rate

and magnitude of the electrical input in combination with properties of the working fluid

determine the pressure profiles in the gun. The [ELUGj differs from the solid propellant

gun, however, since there is no limitation, at least in theory, on the total available energy

for the system." '

"Although the amount of electrical energy input is theoretically unlimited, from the

practical point of view, the maximum operating gun temperature limits the amount of

which can be introduced into the system. In fact, thermal management for an [ELGG]

gun is much more difficult than for conventional systems. In the conventional gun, the

overall temperature is essentially limited by propellant flame temperature. Even if the rate

of energy input increases by increasing the burning rate of the propellant, the gun

temperature is still limited by the flame temperature which is independent of the burning

rate. For the [ELGG] gun, on the other hand, there is no such upper limit. The

temperature of the gases resulting from the ... electrically heated plasma ... is an
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increasing function of the amount of electrical energy being transmitted to a unit mass of

working fluid. Thus, temperature limitation results only through controlling the

magnitude and rate of electrical energy input in combination with the mass and properties

of the working fluid." ' From this discussion, it is apparent that the magnitude and the

rate of electrical energy input, and the properties of the working fluid are the controlling

factors in the gun pressure profiles which determine projectile velocity and overall gun

temperature.

2.2 - HYDROGEN PLASMA AS A WORKING FLUID

The quVstior vf whly ,ivhos hydi ugun gas as the main working fTuid is easily

answered by considering what the ideal working fluid would be. "It is particularly

desirable that gun propellants have low molecular weight since such products result in

minimization of the amount of product mass which has to be acceklrated through the gun

barrel along with the projectile. Accordingly, low molecular weight products result in

reduction of the amount of energy "wasted" as propellant product kinetic energy for a

given imparted projectile kinetic energy. Looked at another way, low molecular weight

products result in reduced pressure differential from the gun breech to the base of the

projectile in the gun barrel. Since maximum allowable breech pressure is an. important

gun design parameter, this reduction in pressure gradient results in increased application

of force to the projectile base for a given gun design." 4
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The superiority to conventional chemical propulsion goes beyond simply reducing the

molecular weight and pressure gradients of the plasma. Higher propellant gas energies,

improved ballistic pressure-time profile tailoring, higher sound speeds and lower gas

temperatures are all benefits of using hydrogen. A way to mcasure the effectiveness of

projectile acceleration with various propellants is to compute the impetus. The impetus is

defined as "an index generally used by ballisticians to describe the potential of a

propellant to do work."' It is defined as:

I = RT/m (2.1)

R is the universal gas constant, T is the adiabatic flame temperature and m is the

molecular weight of the propellant gas. By considering this equation, it is apparent th3t

to maximize the impetus, either the temperature can be increased, or the molecular weight

can be decreased. "For conventional propellants, T and M are determined by the

propellant chemistry. In the ELGG, however, the temperature can be increased by

introducing more electrical energy into the working fluid. This is an enormous potential

advantage." ' The following table demonstrates the differe:nces in the impetus for JA2 (an

Army artillery chemical gun propellant), hydiogcn gas, water, and carbon dioxide. All are

calculated at a temperature of 3,450K.
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Table 2.2 Impetus calculations for various propellants

Material (Species) Melecular Weight Ipetus (J/g)
of Sp,,ies I

JA.2 24.91 1,142

H14 2 14,342
F-LO 18 1,594

CO, 44 _ 6521

At the flame temperature of 3,4.I0K, the imnpetus okptire hyd•ogen would be nine

times greater than pure water, and moire interestingly, it is over twelve t'ines greater than

that available from JA 2. Clearly, lowerin,- of the molecular weight of propuion gases

has a significant beneficial effect on impetus. "To tne eytent tat ELGG can take

advantage of lower molecular weight propelling g.ses, tLeir,'ore, i, co-uld oEf sig, ficana

increases in ballistic performance. ' The the ELGG covid favornb;' increase :le kineic

energy distribution between the projectile and the propellant. This is acmxompiished by

increasing the impetus with a low molecular weight working fluid. The lanetic etuergy

budget in a gun may be described as:

KEtut =KE P:jMi + KEg8 s (2.2)

KEto= 1/2(M V2 (I + C/3M) (2.3)

M is the projectile mass, V is the projectile velocity, and C is the propellant charge

mass. "With higher impetus gasses (working fluids) the value of C decreases for

equivalent performance, altering the kinetic energy distribution in favor of the projectile.
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For example, in conventional propellants, C/M ratios of approximately 3 are required to

obtatin velocities of 2 km/sec, This means that in conventional ballistics there is more

kineti,; energy in tOe propellant gases than the projectile once a velocity of 2 km/sec is

exceeded. Lower molecular weight ELGG working fluids leading to reduced C,

tiherefore, could present a significant advantage at high muzzle velocities."' Clearly from

this discussion, hydrogen is the propellant of choice for these considerations.

Unfortunately, it is not a simple matter of simply choosing a particular gas to use as

the working; fluid based scýiely on a high sound speed and low molecular mass. The

interior of the ELGG barrel experiences rapid changes in working fluid temperature,

pressure ai'J density due to the various heat loss mechanisms and the viscous effects.

t ii ci6u-,gin enerinment causes drastic changes in the thermodynamic properties of the

working fluid, as well as the optical thickness associated with radiation heat transport.

For example, the ratio of specific heats for hydrogen can vary by an order of magnitude

simply from a temperature change from 10,000 K to 7,000K. This magnitude (or larger)

of temper ?.ture decrease can be expected throughout the length of the ELGG barrel.

Additionally, the changes in the thermodynamic properties of the working fluid greatly

affect the flow characteri.tics within the barrel region, allowing for the possibility of

shock development and thus choked flow prior to the exit of the barrel. The boundary

layer growth and development within the tube is highly dependent on the initial conditions

of the fluid entering the barrel, as well as the conditions existing at any point in the flow

up to the barrel exit.
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2.3 - POWER SOURCE FOR THE ELECTROTHERMAL LIGHT GAS GUN

At the Aeronautical and Astronautical Research Laboratory of The Ohio State

University a gigawatt-level, quasi-steady, high speed flow capacitor bank and facility

commonly referred to as "Godzilla" has been constructed. "A flexible arrangement has

been adopted involving 2,100, 43 microfarad capacitors, at 6 kilovolts, that allows

giga-watt power levels (into a matched load) at 333 kilo-amperes and 3,000 volts, for

1.63 milliseconds, and various lower current, longer pulsetime combinations, (e.g., II1

kilo-amperes for 4.9 milliseconds)." '

Aluminum support racks were obtained and assembled (each rack or bank is 28 feet
I In A 4rc L^ . -:• -A A 0'-- - \ :_-Q. tL .. . . ._ee.U tUIO l/t 'tg

011 - I% 1AL AU&1~~L1 %At L~L deed) UILU L11 qUi~.;i1S LOuii.-AUI.AIUH (11i ra Fcks

allowed seven equal horizontal rows on each side of a rack. These rows are in turn

separated into five sections supporting ten capacitors each." 9

The capacitance per section is calculated to be approximately 3 micro-faradays. The

charging voltage of 6 kilovolts and power input using a matched load of 109 Watts, the

total transmission line impedance is 9 milliohms. 9 "The two-way transit time in the line is

1.625 milliseconds, which corresponds to the release of 1.625 Mega Joules (MJ) at 1

Giga-watt. The total current is 333 Kilo-amperes or 11l Kilo-amperes per line." 9

By disconnecting two banks from the system, 111 Kilo-amperes can be provided into

a 27 milliohm load for 4.875 milliseconds. With two banks connected, an intermediate

222 Kilo-amperes can be provided for 3.25 milliseconds. 9 The technical specifications of

"Godzilla" are well within the energy requirements for the electrothermal gun, and make
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it an obvious choice for electrical energy, at least for short duration testing. For

development of the heat transfer studies in following chapters, the technical specifications

of "Godzilla" will be used.



CHAPTER I

APPROACH

3.1 - DESCRIPTION OF PLASMA STATE

Before continuing the study of the plasma contained within the electrothermal gun,

the static and equilibrium properties of the plasma must be established. For example, the

population of ions and electrons that exist at any specified total pressure and temperature

must be calculated This can be accomplished by beginning with the assumption that the

gas is in thermodynamic equilibrium, and then move on to conditions that do not satisfy

this assumption.

Using the Saha equation which determines the fraction of particles that have been

ionized in thermal equilibrium, we can determine the degree of ionization of the plasma.

If the ionization is high, then a significant am.,unt of energy ia used for this process and

represents a loss thzt could otherwise have be( - used for projectile motion. The

following is a variation of the familiar Saha equation°

X ýK (3.1)

23
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U,-o pg., .13 (k7)expl,] (3.2)

where:

U, = Partition function for ior.Led hydrogern ( 1)
u, = Partition futnction for ground state hydrogen ( 2)
X, • Ionization energy for hydrogen ( 13.6 eV)
Pp, = Total pressure; of the ga.• ( in P&caI)
tn.= R.:it mass of electron (= 9. 11 x 101' Kg)
k Planck's Constant (= 1.38 x 10 ,i/K)
h = BoltznuuxConstant (6.63x 10"Jse)
T = Total single temperature ( in K)
X Degree of ioniyzfion

"In order to compute the degree of ionizaion, the partition function has to be known.

For this we need the statistical weights of the different states of excitation, which are

given by quantum mechanics. Since the higher states contribute little to the partition

functioni, we may approximatf. it by the weight of the ground state, uo 8o.0 2, while for

ior~ized hydrogen, u, = 1 "0o Suice IK incrtasus with temperature and decreases with

with temperature and decrer•ses with the gas pressure. "This can be easily understood:

with increasing tcirpeiature the collisions become more violent, and the process of

'kickiag oil the elhctrons fi-om the atoms more frequent. If, on the other hand, the

temptrarure is kept constant but the pressur? increases, then the probability grows that

the ion .aceets a. electrof. and recombines." '0

A,
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3.2 - DESCRIPTION OF ENERGY LOSS MECHANISMS

As a starting point to understanding the heat transfer process within the electrothermal

guit, it is helpfUl to model the gun as a control volume and illustrate the first law of

thermodynamics. The foliowing is an illustration of the model:

Q out
S(Rad, Cond

Conv)

W in M outWin , V

I..-

V•; in
(Hydrogen)

Figure 3.1 First Law oflhemnodynamics model of Electrothermaý Gun

The study of heat tran~f~, concerns the rate term Q, in the above figure. There are

three general types of heat transfer mechanis.ns operating within the electrothermal gun

barrel region. These are 1) thermal radiation from the plasma to the walls and projectile,

2) thermal conduction from the plasma to the walls and projectile, and 3) forced

convection due to the motion of the plasma.

ConduCion is caused by the fact that molecules in higher temperature regions have

higher diaetic energies than molecules in adjacent, but cooler temperature. These higher

energy moleciles transmit some of their energy to the cooler adjacent molecules through
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collisions. Conduction can occur both internally (among particles making up the fluid), or

by contact with another substance, such as a ELGG barrel wall.

In convection, heat is carried from a higher to a lower temperature region within a

moving fluid. THis is a macroscopic effect, and occurs in one of two main ways. The

first is natural convection, which is caused simply because of density differences caused

by temperature gradients. The second is forced convection, which is caused by some

external mechanism, such as an electric arc heating a fluid to high temperatures, then

expanding rapidly down the barrel.

In contrast to conduction and convection which rely on collisions or bulk movement

of the fluid, radiation allows heat energy to travel over distances without the aid of

t-nntart Rardiatinn onntrqtP' hv thp iynplling qnd rP.2ntnrino nhntnnq

In addition to the loss of energy due to the various heat transfer mechanisms

detailed above, viscous effects represent another form of energy loss. The forces of

friction act as a shear stress between the walls and the moving fluid, which in essence

drags the fluid velocity near the wall from the freestream value in the mid-line of the tube

to zero at the face of the wall. This velocity gradient torms a boundary layer in which

heat transfer by conduction takes place, as well as serves to decrease the available area

for the freestrearn to travel along the interior of the tube.
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3.3 -- DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL

Development of a model for the heat loss in a fluid traversing a gun barrel requires the

adoption of several assumptions in order to make the equations of motion and equation of

state tractable. The purpose of this model is, in effect, to provide insight into the actual

processes occurring in the barrel region of an ELGG. These equations and the model to

be developed will be used in order to verify and compare results given in MACH2, a 2

1/2 dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulation code for problems with complex

shapes and areas of operation.

To develop this model, the method of a one dimensional compressible flow through a

constant area duct will be used. Thus, it will be assumed that the flow variables such as

pressure or temperature vary in the flow direction only. Consider the flow through a one

dimensional control volume as shown in the following figure:

ul ,,u2
P1 ... . .2

T i - • T2

el,- * e 2
hi P2

Figure 3.2 Flow through control volume. "

IT 1
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Consider this region as one of heat addition or, in this case, heat extraction. What this

is suggesting is that flow properties change as a function of the position along the flow

direction. Since the flow is assumed to be one dimensional, the flow properties are

constant on either side of the region of heat loss bounded by the control volume. The

areas are equal since we are dealing with a constant area barrel. It v.ill be assumed that

the flow is steady, requiring all time derivatives to be zero.

With these assumptions, the following equations of motion result."

CONTINUITY: p iA 1 ul = p 2A2u 2  (3.3)

Mk -Ar MTT.--.f P. + ,L n•, - .. i. ,2 P Al

ENERGY: h, +L2 + q =h2+! (3.5)

n �ddiV tilo , t ,tUh.%.eVII u Lo .f mlionI, IL bVIU c assumud tMat the fluids used are

calorically perfect and are represented by the following equation of state:'.

EQUATION OF STATE: P = pRT (3.6)

In order to complete the development of the one dimensional model, the first and

second laws of thermodynamics must be discussed. Consider a system which has a fixed

amount of heat added for an incremental amount of work done on the system by the
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surroundings. It is assumed that the processes within this model are isentropic unless

otherwise specified. The change in specific internal energy is thus written as, using v, to

be the specific volume:"

de = dq-pdv (3.7)

The second law of thermodynamics is important in that it describes the direction a

process will proceed. This directed movement of a process is termed entropy, and is

defined as:

ds = + + ds(irrev) (3.8)

From this equation, 6q is an incremental amount of heat added reversibly to the system,

and ds(V,,) is a dissipative loss which is not reversible, such as friction. This suggests that

any dissipative process increases the entropy, and we can see that at best, entropy merely

remains constant. For an adiabatic process, 6q is equal to zero.

Using relations for thermally perfect gasses in place of de and dh, we find:"

S2 -- SI = Cpln(L)-Rln( P) (3.9)

or

S2 -. S = Cvln(.) + R ln(-) (3.10)
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These two equations allow the calculation of the change in entropy between two states

of a calorically perfect gas in terms of either pressure or volume and temperature. For an

isentropic process (by definition, ds=O), the entropy is ,onstant throughout the system.

From this, important and useful relations are developed and are:"

(PET = (T2)ý7. (3.11)

This set of relations is valuable in that it relates the flow properties of pressure,

temperature, and density at different locations in the flow. Using the stagnation

conditions, we can relate the stagnation enthalpy to the static flow properties."

ho = CPT, (3.12)

2CpT+ 4 -= CpTo (3.13)

In this equation, T. is the stagnation temperature and would exist if we were able to

adiabatically bring the fluid element to rest. The following useful relations can be

obtained by using combinations of previous equations:"

TO = I + L-1M2 (3.14)
T 2

-7 _ ( 1 + M2) L(3.15)
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(I + (1± 2 • (3.16)

These relations do not require that the flow be adiabatic or isentropic, which allows

them to be used throughout the muzzle section of the ELGG and for various conditions

of the flow. However, if the general flow field is isentropic throughout, then T0, P., and

p. are consiant at all locations in the flow. The change in entropy is related to the change

in stagnation pressure from the following equation:-"

S2 - S =-R ln(-) (3.17)

The chnge in specific eergy s given by the Hugnot eqution as foAows:"

PI+P2 [ 1l1e2 - e, I = E ,• p+2 -_) (3.18)
2 PI P2

From these equations of motion, the equation of state, ther-modynamnic relations, and

derived fluid flow relations, the model is now capable of being tafloredi for use in

calculation of the various heat transfer modes, and can be adapted for viscous effects.

3.4 - VISCOUS EFFECTS MODEL

In order to develop a model to account for the frictional effects of flow through a gun

barrel, assumptions need to be made which will make the equations analytically solvable.
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Consider a one dimensional flow of a compressible fluid in a pipe. It is assumed that the

flow is steady, adiabatic, and shockless. The assumption of shockless flow is important

and will be discussed shortly. If this fluid is viscous, the friction acting between the

moving fluid and barrel will cause the flow properties to vary as they travel down the

tube.

If this frictional effect is modeled as shear stress at the wall acting on the fluid with an

assumed uniform set of properties across the cross section, then the following set of

equations of motion may be used:"

CONTINUITY: plulAi =p2u2A2 (3.19)

MOMENTUM: P1 ±P1U 2 P2 + p 2 U 2+A± "'dX (3.20)

where:- -Ji'-cdx is evaluated from 0 to L and accounts for frictional losses.

ENERGY: h I + 2 + ! (3.21)

EQUATION OF STATE: P = pRT (3.22)

The modification of the momentum equation is due to the shear stress, %w, acting on

the surface of the gun barrel, thus imparting a surface force in the integral formation of

the momentum equation. The frictional effect added to the momentum equation can be

rewritten by considering the total pressure drop over a distance d,:
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dp = -A44dax - p Vd V (3.23)

where: dp= tntal pressure change
f= friction factor (dimensionless)
p density
V = velocity
D = hydraulic diameter
dx length of tube
dV u--reznentai velocity change

By definition., the fiicftioiý actur, f, is

Iy2 (3.24)

Using the constant area duct assumption, and the perfect g.s quation, it can be

shown that:c"

4ILr - 2(l v-M)

The frictional factor depends greatly on the flow Reynolds number as well as the

Mach number and surface roughness, among ot!Acrs. The effect the Reyynolds n'mbcr has

is to determine whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. The surface roughness is a

measure of the hydraulic smootIness of the interior of the gun OWTPel. For this thesis, it

will be assumed that the surface is hydraulically smooth, meaning that the surface

roughness is less than .001 times the interior diametei of tlh, tube.'
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If the inlet flow is supersonic, friction will tend to drive the Mach number to 1. If the

flow is subsonic, the friction will tend to bring the mach number up to 1. "Whether or not

[the Mach number] will become unity depends on the extent of the friction, which is

actually dependent on the length of the pipe."' 2

If the actual pipe or barrel length exceeds the theoretical length necessary for the inlet

Mach number to be driven to Mach 1, choking will occur, and if the inlet flow is

supersonic, then shock phenomena will develop and may progress upstream within the

barrel. When choking occurs, the flow must readjust itself since the mass flow has

reached a maximum and cannot be increased further. There are two main ways in which

this can be eliminated. For supersonic flow, the shock wave formation can be accepted,

and allow it to "correct" the flow indet conditions, suffefrig a loss in eflicieincy, or the

inlet conditions can be adjusted in advance, allowing the Mach number to at most become

sonic at the exit of the barrel. This would represent the maximum mass flow possible

without shock formation (supersonic flow) and thus provide the maximum gas enthalpy

which would theoretically be able to provide the best possible projectile acceleration.

Note that Mdch one can be approached from either supersonic or subsonic inlet

conditions.

The following figure shows a graphical analysis of the effect of various frictional

factors on the theoretical maximum length of pipe for various inlet Mach numbers. The

full theoretical length analysis and calculated data is located in appendix J.
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The final consideration is the selection of the average friction factor which depends on

whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. "In ýdmost all practical cases, the flow is

turbulent, and the variation of f must be obtaiid empirically. Anderson further suggests

that for our purposes, it is reasonable to assume an approximate constant value of .005913
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Experiments by Keenan and Neumann were undertaken in the hopes of determining

the turbulent friction factor for flow in pipes. "They report that for supersonic flow of air

in a tube, the friction coefficient is influenced as usual by the Reynolds number and a

dimensionless parameter L/D, in which L is the langth of the test section and D is the

inside diameter of the tube."'- They also discovered that at high velocities, the Mach

number is also an influencing factor. "Keenan and Neumann studied frictional phenomena

in smooth pipes for Mach numbers from 0.22 to 3.87 and for Reynolds numbers from

lxlO to 8.7x10 5. They found that at supersonic speeds, the results were influenced

greatly by the presence of shock waves." 2

"They concluded further that, when the ratio L/D was greater than 50.0, the friction

factor was approximately equal to the ftiction tactor for incompressible flow for the same

Reynolds number. They found also that supersonic flow can rarely be maintained if the

L/D ratio is greater than 50.0.''02 Thus it is determined that Mach number acts as a

limitation to the possible range of L/D values.

Keenan and Neumann conclude that the coefficient of friction is not well understood

for turbulent flow, mostly due to the fact that the friction effects can vary from place to

place in turbulent flow. This necessitates the consideration of an apparent or average

friction factor rather than a local one. They suggest that for most supersonic flow, a

value for the friction factor between .002 and .003 in hydraulically smooth pipes is

consistent with their experimental data.' 2 In fact, values of the friction factor for similar

systems have been shown to range from .002 to .005, so this is the range of values that

will be used for this thesis.
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3.5 - CONDUCTIVE AND RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER MODEL

These two different heat transfer modes have been grouped together for an important

reason. The basic model to be discussed is based on a bulk fluid flow assumption, which

is equally valid for conduction and radiation, except where noted. The heat dissipation

term, q, to be introduced in to the energy equation can be either from conduction,

radiation, or a combination of both.

In a similar manner to that used in the development of the viscous effects model, a

model is developed for the loss of heat energy froin the bulk working fluid. For heat

transfer calculations, note that inside the control volume illustrated in figure 3.2,

something is happcning which causes the flow properties in region 2 to be diffherent to

those in region 1. This is caused by the loss of heat energy due to the high temperature in

this region in relation to the barrel wall, which is assumed to be at a constant temperature

of 300K. By losing heat energy by conduction or radiation (or a combination of both).

the enthalpy and specific internal energy are decreased and an increase in entropy results.

The following one dimensional flow equations are similar to those for friction, except

there is not an extra term in the momentum equation (viscous effects are neglected) and

the energy equation now contains the quantity, q. This is the heat loss per unit mass.

CONTIN-UIY plulA I = p 2u 2A 2  (3.26)

MOMENTUM P1 + plu2 2 + f2u2 (3.27)
1 2
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2 -2

ENERGY h,3 +.2 + q) +

For & calorically perfect gas, it is possible to achieve an analytical solution whiich in

many ways is similar to that described for friction. However, there are some important

differences. Unlike friction, heat cam be lost or gained, and the process cin be reversed

whereas friction only results in a o,ss of cneri-y. For heat loss, which will be the nature of

the flow through the bui-yel, the Mach number diiverges away frota a Mch = 1 condition.

"Ihis, ulike the effects caused by fijction, choking of thc flow will not occur becrause of

",heat loss."

• U .
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3.6 - CONDUCTIVE AND CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

The heat exchange between a wall and a fluid whose motion has been caused by

external forces is called forced convection heat transfer. The resistance to heat transfer is

concentrated primarily in a thin layer immediately adjacent to the surface of the boundary.

The heat transfer is determined by the intensity of the conductive and convective

transport within this boundary layer. Thus, the heat transfer coefficient is determined

essentially by the thickness of the boundary layer. The boundary layer thickness is

dependent on the type of fluid flow which occurs along the surface. With forced

convection, the differential equations which describes the fluid and heat flow processes

yieid the resuit that the flow field and hence the development of the boundary layer are

independent of the heat transfer if the properties of the fluid are temperature independent.

However, in general, all properties of the fluid are temperatare dependent, but as long as

the internal temperature differences are not extreme, the temperature dependence of the

property values can be neglected. For this investigation, it will be assumed that the

temperature dependence can be accounted for by use of tabulated thermodynamic data

provided in appendix D.

For the development of a si-nplified model to describe the convective and conductive

heat transfer within the ELGG, many fluid properties, such as mass, viscosity, and

specific heats, have been taken into account and actual experimental data is used

whenever possible. Density is also included as a property in these calculations. For a

gas, density is highly pressure dependent, especially at high velocities. Generally, the
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limit for which density becomes highly pressure dependent is approximately one third of

the sonic velocity.

3.6.1 - BOUNDARY LAYER DISCUSSION

There are two concepts in fluid flow theory which are essential for understanding heat

transfer. These are the concept of the boundary layer and the concept of turbulence. Due

to viscosity effects, fluids suffer frictioal forces while in motion. However, real

situations can be approximated by assuming a frictionless fluid. Later, the effects of

viscosity will be added.

There are two kinds of forces that will be considered in the development of the model.

These are forces of inertia and forces of pressure. Gravity, centrifugal force and

electrical forces will be neglected. Additional forces exist in real fluids which are caused

by viscosity. These are shear stresses between individual stream lines which move at

rld•prent vu=nrut;pq Thp ctrpee -r ran lip rlpt-rbhadli, 1Mp.rtnrn'c anvtinn"

.s**-....' -, -.. V

"T = V!2v = (3.29)

The factor, p, is the dynamic viscosity, p is the fluid density, v is the kinematic

viscosity, and the shear stress is seen to be directly proportional to the velocity gradient

normal to the wall. The kinematic viscosity of gasses is, by the ideal gas law, inversely

proportional to pressure. Since numerical values of the viscosity are comparatively small,
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high shear stresses in the flow, according to Newton's equation, will exist only where

large velocity gradients exist.

There ace basically two different forms of flow within the ELGG barrel region: laminar

and turbulent. In laminar flow, the individual streamlines are orderly awid perallel, while

the turbulentl case rees the ..vv'earnhnes interningied in an in egular way. Convective heat

exchange f'on, the working fluid to the barrel walls is enhanced by the fluctuation znd

turmoil in the twubulent region. This, of course, makes the convective heat transfer in a

.turbut,,a! flow considerably higher than it would otherwise be in a laminar flow.

Turbulunt flow may also exist within the boundary layer.

"If fluids of differient viscosity's are considered, the lamifinar-turbulent transition occurs

at UXa,:/ which has been known for a long time as the Reynolds number, Rk. Typically,

it can be expected that the boundary layer will become turbulent when the Reynolds

number exceeds approximately 500,000.

3.6.2 - BOU .NDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT IN A PIPE

The flow conditions in a pipe in the vicinit, of the inlet are similar to those oLn a flat

plate in parallel flow. The thickness at the inlet is zero and increases rapidly as the flow

travels down the pipe (or barrel). It will be assumed that the inlet geometry is such that

the flow into the ELGG barrel for the arc zhamber or convergent-divergent nozzle

proceeds without separation.
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Figure 3.4 Growth of boundary layers in a pipe

At a certain distance, L., from the inlet, the bouidary layers expand to fill the entire

pipe. The velocity profile downstream from this point has the form of a parabola (laminar

flow) or an arched curve (turbulent flow). Further downstream the velocity profile does

not change shape. The developed flow region will be turbulent if the Reynolds number is

greater than a critical value. By defining the Reynolds number as the mean velocity over

the cross section of the pipe, U., and the tube diameter, d, the critical value under normal

conditions is:"

R, 3,000 (3.30)

"In gen Tral, transition point calculations is the weakest link in the convective heat

transfer calculations. "13

3.6.3 - PIPE FLOW

Consider flow in a pipe. For two dimensional flow in the entrance of a channel or a

tube, with circular cross section, the equation for axisymmetric flow are used. The
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following figure shows how flow develops in the pipe from inlet down stream:

- L

Figure 3.5 Developed region of flow

The flow enters from the left and progresses to the right. The velocity in the core of

the flow outside the boundary layers increases with increasing distance from the entrance

because the fluid mass flowing through any cross section must be constant and the

boundary layer thickens as it moves downstream. For laminar flow, the ratio of the

entrance length, L., to the diameter, d, of the tube is a function of the Reynolds number:

,=0.0288Red (3.31)

IA Rd is calculated by using the mean veiocity, U,,., of the flow in the tube and the tube

dia,:netr, d. The laminar/turbulent transitiou pcint mov,.ý, toward the entrance of the tube

"as the Reynolds number increases. Since the turbulent boundary layet gL owz more

quickly than, the laminar one, the entrance length, L., becomr's shorter as the transition

point moves upstream. "At the critical Reynolds number (RP approximately 3000) it can

be 4ssurned that the flow in the entrance region is laminar."' 4 The equation above yields
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at this Reynolds number an entrance length of approximately I00d. If the Reynolds

number increases, then the transition occurs in the entrance region. The results of

numerical analysis show that L. at first decreases to between 10d and 40d, depending on

the Reynolds number, and then starts to slowly increase.

The velocity profile in the fully developed turbulent flow, up to Reynolds numbers of

about 100,000 can be represented by Prandtl's equation (previously discussed) with the

boundary layer thickness replaced by the radius of the tube. The velocity, Us, is now the

velocity of the flow at the axis. "Integration over the tube cross sectional area yields

Urn=0.82 U,."5 Thus the following equations may be used to describe tube flow:

- • pu (J2(3.32)

Ub 2.44 (333)
Urn !

(Rd)S

8 b 63.5
In - (3.34)

Prandtl has proposed, for Reynolds numbers greater than 100,000, a general

equation for the friction factor, f, which sh,)uld be used.' This equation appears as

follows:

I 2.0 log(----) + 5.5 (3.35),7-
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V= 1+ (3.36)

Here, V%, is called the shear stress or friction velocity. Due to the complicated nature

of this equation, solving for the friction factor has been discussed previously, and based

on the work of Keenan and Neumann, a friction factor between .002 and .005 should be

used.

The previous development of a turbulent model in a tube is for smooth walls only.

For this thesis, the tube is considered to be hydraulically smooth.

3.6.4 - HEAT FLOW EQUATION

When a body submerged in a flow is heate& or cooled, a temperature field is built up

in the surrounding medium and a temperature boundary layer is formed. Within this

layer, the temperature varies from the value at the wall to the free stream temperature.

At at distance 6, from the wall, the temperature reaches the free stream temperature, t,.

-t)Ua= a) (3.37)

This is the heat flow equation for the thermal boundary layer. By using tabulated and

experimental data, included in the appendices, the temperature and presure dependence

of the specific heat, CP, the thermal conductivity, k, and the viscosity, ji, is accounted for
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at each region of differing pressure. "The equation of state may be used to determine the

pressure values for gasses."5

The ratio v/W is a dimensionless property which is used a lot in heat transfer

equations. This is termed the Prandtl number, Pr:

P,. CA .(3.38)

"In general, the Prandtl number is a function of temperature only. The temperature

dependence for gasses is rather small.'"5 Using this fact and solving for L yields:13

ui I -XON 75 1

L =,-J ,I where L=6t / 6P (3.39)
1.026{P,}3

"Gases typically have Prandtl numbers somewhat smaller than V". In this case, the

assumption that L ., 1 made previously would be in error. "However, since the smallest

value for gaseous Prandtl number is about 0.6, the largest value of L is equal to 1. 18 The

error introduced in using the above equation for such values of L is very small."'i 3

From this discussion, flow through a tube can now be considered. If the wall of a

tube through which a fluid flows is heated, relative to the fluid flowing within the tube, a

thermal boundary layer builds up along the walls. This layer grows in the downstream

direction and meets at the axis of the tube at some distance from the entrance. This is

where the thermal starting region ends. The heat flux is assumed to be independent of r.

MMMII
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"The heat transfer coefficient for the flow in a tube is usually calculated on the basis

of the difference between the average temperature of the fluid and the wall temperature of

the tube.""5 The average temperature is, by convention, defined as that temperature

which the fluid would assume if it were instantly and adiabatically mixed after leaving the

cross section of the tube and is called the bulk temperature, to.

Note that the bulk temperature change Atb/L per unit length is constant. This

means that the bulk temperature changes linearly in the axial direction. Since the heat

transfer coefficient is constant in the thermally developed region, it follows that the tube

wall temperature also varies linearly in this region. 6

Heat transfer to the barrel walls for thermally developing conditions can now be

discussed when the velocity profile is already fully developed. Graetz and Nusselt

developed the calculations for the developing conditions. Their findings show two

important facts. First, the temperature profile is rectangular in shape in the section where

heat transfer starts, changes in the flow direction because of thermal boundary layer

formation and growth along the wall. The point where the boundary layers meet at the

axis of the tube defines the end of the starting region. From this point on, the

temperature profile does not change, it only decreases in size gradually in the direction of

flow. Second, the Nusselt number is infinitely large at the beginning of the tube and

decreases until it reaches the value 3.65. The thermal starting length is calculated from:

S= O.05RP,. (3.40)
d
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This equation gives, with good approximation, the entrance length for the case of

simultaneous flow and thermal development. "H. Hausen has developed a formula which

represents the results of the theory of both Graetz and Nusselt."' This is as follows:

NUd = 3.65 + ""I" )R.P, (3.41)
1+-0.04{((.)R,dP,I

The influence of variable viscosity is taken into account by multiplying the right hand

side of the equation by the ratio (p.// ,p)". where p,- is the viscosity evaluated at the bulk

temperature and pI is the viscosity at the wall temperature. The properties in the

dimensionless parameters of the equation are then based on bulk temperature.

3.6.5 - FORCED CONVECTION IN TURBULENT FLOW

In turbulent flow, heat is transferred by the turbulent mixing motions in addition to the

heat flow by conduction and by bulk convection due to the motion of the fluid. The

turbulent fluctuations become smaller as a solid wall is approached and the main features

of heat transport from the flow to the wall can be specified by a simple model, assuming a

laminar sublayer which exists immediately next to the wall. The her, o must pass

through this layer before it is transported to the wall by turbulent mixing. The interaction

between the laminar sublayer and the turbulent core determines the heat transfer process.

By using relationships proposed by Reynolds and Pranddl, it is possible to derive formulas
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for heat transfer which require only hydrodynamic information. Generally, the fluid layers

near the wall are the main component influencing heat transfer. The velocities in these

layers are parallel to the wall while the heat flow is normal to the wall. It is assumed that

the gradient in velocity is in the y direction (normEl to the wall) only. Thus the heat flux

is in the y direction, and the temperature change is mainly in the y direction as well.

The turbulent shear stress may be written as:" 6

Tt = m/(U/ - U) (3.42)-

and the relationship between the heai transfer and shear stress in turbulent flow

becomes:' 6

f-ti

qr = t -cp (3.43)

"This relation was first derived by Reynolds in 1874 and is therefore called the

Reynolds analogy."' 3 The ratio of the heat transfer to the shear stress has the same

relationship in laminar or turbulent flow when k/gi = cp or when cpPak = P, = 1. A fluid

having a Prandtl number equal to 1 exhibits the same heat transfer relationships in laminar

or in turbulent flow. For fully developed flow in a tube, the free stream values are

replaced with the mean velocity, Urn, and the bulk temperature, tb.

= q..4 = R-6-(tb - tw) (3.44)
_-M=
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R is the resistance (R=T•A) and Q, is the heat flow at the wall. Note that R is only

valid for Prandtl number very close to I. "Since most gasses have Prandtl numbers which

deviate from I only slightly, this equation is very useful in obtaining a first approximation

to the heat transfer where the resistance is known." 3 The resistance in a tube with

pressure drop Ap is R = Apd 23t/4 and the volume flowing through the tube cross section is

V = Und2%/4. Thus the power needed to maintain the flow is:

W= VAp = RUm (3.45)

The ratio of the heat flow to power is an important relationship and demonstrates that

the power needed for a certain heat transfer shrinks when the mean velocity, U,,, is

decreased. T'.1is is given by:

T 2p (b - tn) (3.46)

3.6.6 - TURBULENT FLOW IN A TUBE

In fully developed flow, the boundary layers have met at the tube axis with velocity U,

It becomes apparent that the heat transfer coefficient described in the last equation should

be based on the temperature, t,, along the axis. However, as stated earlier, the heat

transfer coefficient in a tube is based on the bulk temperature, tb, and the mean velocity,

Urn. "This is not quite correct because of the different definitions of tb and U., but the
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error introduced in this way is quite small." 3 Using this information, the final formula for

heat transfer to the walls of a tube with turbulent flow is:

:-I
0.0396R e

t= -_L --1 (3.47)
1+1.7R•d (PrI )Pr4

Note that for the heat cransfer equation as written, the term on the left hand side is

equivalent to NUJ(R, P,) which is the Stanton number (S). The shape of the

temperature profile for different Prandtl numbers can be derived from these equations.

Note that for a fluid with Prandtl number equal to 1, the ratio of the temperature

differences is equal to the ratio of velocity differences. As Prandtl number increases, the

temperature drop in the laminar sublayer begins to dominate. The convection turbulent

heat flow to the wall of a tube of length L is:' 7

Q = hd- L(t, - tb) (3.48)

The methodologies discussed throughout this section are important for the

understanding of the actual flow problems inherent in an ELGG barrel, and are necessary

to properly evaluate the data and plots obtained through the MACH2 calculations.
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3.7 - RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER PROCESSES AND HYDROGEN
OPACITY

As discussed previously, there are three types (generally) of heat transfer. These are

heat convection, heat conduction and thermal radiation. "If the temperature of a gas is

not too high, and the density is not too low, the transfer of heat by thermal radiation is

usually negligibly small in comparison with that by conduction and convection.""

However, we are dealing with very high stagnation temperatures and the densities are

relatively high, such that thermal radiation must be considered. This can be seen

graphically in the following figure:"

• R adiation ,: .':i ..

ýC on d I,, c tio ne

L ii d -

Log [g/cm 3 j

Figure 3 6 Regimes of energy transport

There are th.-ee thermal radiation effects on the flow field of a high temperature gas:

1) radiation stresses, 2) radiation energy density, E.,, and 3) heat flux of radiation, Q,
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Usually, radiation energy density and the radiation prf-ssure are of the same order of

magnitude. The following is a definition of the radiation energy density:'9

E - O-"(3.49)

This radiation energ) density should be compared with the internal energy, Urn cT

of the fluid. Since radiation energy density is proportional to TV, while internal energy is

proportional to T, a reduction in the temperature by one order of magnitude will result in

the radiation energy density becoming three orders of magnitude smaller than that of the

internal energy. By comparison with radiative energy density and internal energy, it can

be determined when radiation energy density becomes important.

For the radiation equilibrium condition, the radiative flux is:

QR = g (3.50)

where a is the Steffan-Boltzmannn constant. The heat flux by Convection i-"

Qv = uc, T u = the typical flow velocity (3.51)

The radiation flux should be compared to the heat flux by convection. Since QR is

proportional to TV, while Q. is proportional to T, at high temperatures such as those

encountered in the ELGG, QR may be of the same order of magnitude or higher than Q•.

If, for example, the density is roughly 1/1000 of air density and temperature is 10,000K
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or higher, we should consider the radiaiion flux. At ICO,OOOK or more, both radiation

energy density and radiation flux should be considered.

The thermal radiation may be expressed in terms of a specific intensity, I,,

,. ,, dE,,

I, = Iim(daddtd o) (3.52)

The amount of radiative energy flowing through an area 6a, in frequency range v to v

+ 5v in. direction of the ray at an angle 0 with normal of 60 within solid angle &5 in time

interval St is 8E,. The total amount of energy radiated over the whole spectrum is:

J•dEv) -

dE= ft-_E )du = Icos ®dadiudt (3.53)

I fludo this is the integrated intensity

If the specific intensity, 1, is known, the flux of heat eaergy by thermal radiation, the

radiation energy density for the whole spectrum, and the radiation stress tensor can be

determined.

At this point, the process to determine the specular absorption coefficient, i of

radiation is quite difficult and requires either computer simulation or experimentation.

Fortunately, this information is available and will be used extensively throughout this

thesis. Note that the value of the absorption coefficient determines, among other things,

the loss of specific intensity along the ray over a distance in a medium, the optical
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thickness, "T, and the heat flux due to radiation. The absorption coefficient is a function of

both temperature and density of the mediurm, as well as the frequency of radiation.

The optical thickness indicates efrfnaive lergth in the absorption of radiation. For a

give:n length (s - s0), if the optical thickness is large, the medium is said to be optically

thick. If the optical thickness is small, then we say the medium is optically thin.

Fcr most radiation heat flux considerations, the assumption of Local Thermodynamic

Equilibrium, or ITE, will be used. This means that at least locally, the various processes

occurring in the fluid have hl.d enough time to relax to a equilibrium state, and it can be

said that the particles satisfy the Boltzmann and Maxwell relations. Again, this is an

assumption for local conditions only. The system itself can be in a non-equilibrium state.

In conjunction with the assumption of LTE, the optical thickness of a medium allows us

to choose different ways in handling the thermal radiation equation, which is:19

fo dlo dl, = K p (Bu - Ix)) (3.54)

c dt d

-hi,
K= - exp-j7I] (3.55)

<v' is the spectral absorp•.on coefficient corrected for the effects of bound-bound,

bound-free, and free-free transitions.

Bound-Bound transitions are simply a radiative change in an atom or molecule from

one quantized energy level to another. "Since thz em.rgy difference be"WeUi,) two

quantized energy levels is established by internal molecular structure, the emissicr vikti
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absorption coefficients for bound-bound transitions are sharply peaked functions of the

photon energy hv. For this reason, bound-bound transitions are said to give rise to

emission and absorption lines. In a monatomic gas, such transitions are between

electronic states of the atom"'"19

Bound-Bound transitions resulting in absorption and emission lines have natural line

widths du'- to tL,- distributior of emitted and absorbed energy over a narrow range of hv.

The naturonl line; width has an associated uncertainty %':rich is further conmplicated t: line

broadening due to Dopplf-r broadening and collision broadening. Doppler broadening is

The result of thermal motion of the atoms or :nolecules, and collision broadening results

from a perturbation of the radiating atom by encounters with cther atoms.

Bound-Free absorption occurs with the interaction of radiation with an atom or

molecule causing photoionization or photodissociation of the atom or molecule. The

reverse process is called radiative recombination. This results in the removal of an

electron from it's bound, quantized state by a photon of precisely the correct energy. This

ionizes the atom, resulting in a free electron. At this point, the electron can take on any

value of kinetic energy, which makes the absorption coefficient for photoionization a

continuous non-zero fuaction of photon energy for all values of photon energy that

exceed tae ionization potential of the atom. (Vincienti and Kruger) The process of

photodissociation and radiative recombination is similar.

Free-Free transitions result also in continuous emission and absorption which are both

associated with changes in energy of the free electrons in a gas. This process is also
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called Bremsstrahlung, and occurs when a free electron interacts with the field of a

positive ion.

Getting back to the method of solving the radiative heat flux equation, the idea of

optical thickness can beused to simplify the solution process. Ftr.•, t&, opacity ofthe

medium needs to be calculated, which -ill consist of several different species piesent in

the medium. For hydrogen, R. W. Patch has identified seven spnci(s which occur at

different conditions which contribnte significantly to the opacity ftie niedium. He

considered a system. from 300K to 40,000K and pres3ares (rela,ing to densities) f-onm I to

1,000 atmospheres The species he considered were:-.

H - hydrogen atoms
HW - protons
e' - free electrons
I-N - ,ydrogen molecules
IT - negative hydrogen ions
1-L' - hydrogen diatomic molecular ions
1-• - hydrogen triatomic molecular .ons

By treating the plasma as an ideal gas except for coulomb interacwions between free

charged particles, considering only singly excited electronic states of HN, non-degenerate

free electrons, and assuming the photon piessure was negligible, among other

assumptions, Patch was able to create several tables and figures showhi) the number

densities of the species as a function of temperature and piessure. His work includes

fifteen different chemical reactions, takes into awcount bound-bouad, bound-free, and

free-free transitions, and corrects for varying pressures and te'rqperatures. This
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information led to the calculation of the Planck and Rosseland opacities which are used in

the solution process of the radiative heat transfer equation. The data presented by Patch

is located in appendix D.

,,. : Vincienti and Kruger show that the time derivative of the radiative heat transfer

equation can be neglected by considering the characteristic speed and distances within a

system to that of the speed of light. They show that for most systems, this ELGG

included, the time derivative can be neglected without loss of information. There are two

main ways in whM h the vadiative heat transfer equation can be made relatively easy to

solve. These are the optically thin, governed by Planck's law, and the optically thick

caues, governed by the Rosseland diffusion equation.

The optically thin case assumes that the sjc'Sk intensity, I., is much less than the

Planck function, or otherwise knc,.;n ,c ±. equiýizit,. •, va.ve 3,(T). When this case is

met, the gas is said to be emission dominated. In other w,.-dh, -,, ittle absorption

occiurs. If this assumption holds true isotropically ax,-, for all fteq,:e;cies, the heat flux

will depend only on local conditions and will be equ% to) the total vou•u',etric rate of

spontaneous emission. In this case, the Planck absorpticn coefficient i: . or iooie

accurate!y, the Planck mean absorption coefficient, ot., and it's ii verse, the .-. ',nck mean

free path, 4. The Planck function and associated heat flux are is as follows:

Planck Function: By(7) =- .I hv- /_-

Planck heat flux: ± 4apaT (3.57)
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The optically thick case occurs when the specific intensity, Iv, is of the same order of

magnitude as the Planck function, or otherwise known as the equilibrium value B,(7). In

this case, the medium is considered to be optically thick, and is absorption domirated.

Vincienti & Kruger demonstrate that in the case of optically thick medium, isotropic

radiation, and for the case that all frequencies are accounted for, the following Rosseland

diffusion approximation can be obtained:"9

QR 16*a*T 3 OT (3.58)

i 3 *aR &x,

where aR is the Rosseland mean absorption coefficient, and it's inverse is the

Rosseland mean free path.

At this point, it is important to be able to understand which regime of operation,

Rosseland diffusion or Planck would be expected to dominate in the ELGG barrel

section. The following is an excerpt of simulations accomplished using Mathcad and

shows that the Rosseland diffusion approximation for the temperatures and pressures

considered is not a valid assumption. The medium, in this case hydrogen, turned out to

be optically thin, so the Planck method should be exI -cted to be the dominant player in

order to calculate the heat transfer. However, model development will be conducted

using both methods for comparison purposes to the results obtained from MACH2. The

results of these calculations are in appendices C and E. The following is the basic

methodology used to run the Mathcad simulations presented in the appendix:
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Figure 3.7 Test case for Rosseland and Planck evaluations

In this figure, A, is the increment considered along the x axis. The scale size of the

system that considered is 10 millimeters, thus .IA would be 1 nm, etc... The temperature

gradient, assumed to be linear, turned out to be 900K/mm. The following is a graph

calculated with Mathcad which shows the Rosseland and Pianck mean free paths at 1,000

and 100 atmospheres. Note that the Rosseland mean free path ik laraer than that of the

Planck mean free path, suggesting that the radiation coming out of the working fluid may

be flux limited, and that the Rosseland approximation may not be a valid choice for the

c( nditions present in the barrel region of the ELGG.
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3.8 - MACH2 OPERATION AND TEST

"MACH2 is a 2 1/2 dimensional MHD computer simulation tool for problems in

complex geometry's'"'" This code uses the technique of domain decomposition with the

use of logically rectangular blocks and uses an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian

hydrodynamic algorithms. This program was written by the combined efforts of several

military and civilian scientists at the Phillips Laboratories at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico.

MACH2 utilizes an input deck, labeled im.2, for problem identification and to inform

the MACH2 code which s-t of equations to use. For example, it is possible to have the

code numerically solve the flow problems within the barrel region of the ELGG with

viscous effects "turned off", and have radiation effects "turned on". This greatly helps in

the analysis of the dynamics of the system, and allows for selective studies of various flow

parameters.

MACH2 affords a great deal of flexibility in designing a particular problem, and has a

wide variety of output data. In order to test the code and verify it's proper operation, an

ina2 was setup which had all effects "turned off", and the code was run to calculate the

exit conditions of the ELGG. After 33,000 cycles using a time step of 1.0 e-8 seconds,

the code reached a steady state solution. The total duration of the flow through the I

meter long, 30 mm inner diameter tube was found to be 2.9891 e-03seconds. The exit

conditions predicted by MACH2 reached steady state operation and had exactly the same

values as the inlet conditions. Samples of the im2 and output data run for this test are

included in appendix K. Due to limitations in the availability of hydrogen data within the
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MACI-12 code itself, this test, and subsequent runs will use argon as the working fluid.

Although argon has vastly different thermal and physical characteristics from hydrogen,

the trends and observations made with the hydrogen models discussed in this thesis will

be applicable to the results obtained with MACH2.

The test results of the MACH2 coding show that the code is working correctly and is

providing data which should be reliable. It was important to run this test for two reasons.

The first is the need for MACH2 to be tested at various different geometry's and

conditions, and the second was to foster familiarity with the code, the irn2, and the output

produced.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF HEAT TRANSFER

4.1 - DETERMINATION Or, DEGREE OF IONIZATION AND WORKING
FLUID COMPOSITION

In order to ensure the applicability of the models developed in this thesis, it is prudent

to consider how the working fluid is affected by the conditions it will encounter within

the ELGG barrel region. The degree of ionization and the species created by these

conditions are important because these effects an greatly affect the way in which the

working fluid behaves and what order of magnitude can be expected for heat change.

The ionization of the working fluid essentially robs some of the flow energy within the

fluid and if the degree of ionization is high, less flow energy will be available fbr projectile

acceleration. Additionally, recombination effects, if significant, will change the flow

energy as well.

Ionization is a process which removes an electron from an atom, leaving the atom with

a net positive charge. The first ionization potential, V, (measured in eV), of the atom is

the energy required to completely remove an outer electron from it's normal state in a

neutral atom to a distance beyond the sphere of influence of the nucleus.

In a plasma, the temperature is high, and the ionization is essentially due to thermal

ionization. Ionization by thermal collision will eventually result in a maxwellian velocity

65
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distribution and involves an energy transfer from the fast moving, energetic electron,. and

the heavy particles. The degree in which the electron temperature decreases dep< ds on

the rate of recombination, transfer of e gy to vibrational, rotational, and tre.nsfational

energy states, and radiation effects. It also depends on the individual specie's, the volume

and the initial temperature of the electrons, ions and neutrals. Additionally, it depends on

the physical boundaries of the system. By considering dissociation, ionization, and

recombination processes separately, it is possible to get an idea of what is hlppening in

this system and develop expressions which allow a first approximation.

The ionizatio., level and conductivity are primarily determined by electron temperature

rather than the heavy particle temperature. This state is present in the inlet rei !on of th,-

ELG(G due to the use, of a•c heating ofthe work•,ing fluid. According to Jahn, there

appears to be sorne justification for computing the ionization level frem a Saha equa-ion,

using the electron temperature. Additionally, Rosa states that the use of the equilibrium

constant for calculation of species is justified because it is simply a relation between the

forward and reverse rate constants and therefore holds for non-equilibrium conditions as

well.

Using the Saha equation discussed in section 3.1, the following graphs and data were

calculated at stagnation temperatLres ranging from 1,000K to 35,000K and at stagnation

pressures rangiag fxorn 100 to 1,000 atmo,;pheres. The range of these temperatures and

pressures are expectcd to be present within the barrel region of the ELGG.

4••
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From tuese charts and the data contained in app(,,tix A, it is clear tha ionization

,ithin the baued lsction of tli, ELGG will nu. be an inportant consideration
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until the inlet temperature exceeds approximately 20,000K at 1,000 atmospheres. The

trends of these charts show that as the temperature increases, the ionization increases as

well, but with increased pressure, the ionization decreases. At the extremes of the

conditions which can be expected within the ELGG barrel region, the ionization rate at

inlet stagnation temperatures of 35,000K and pressures of 1,000 atmospheres is

approximately 50 percent of the working fluid composition.

These revults are confirmed by considering the species number densities provided by

R. W. Patch and included in appendix D. From this data, it can be seen that the number

density of eiactrors and ions, are 9.291 x102 at a pre-ssure of 1,000 atmospheres and

30,0,0K. Bly cotparisron, the number density at these conditions for H is 7.020 xlO.

From this nmpi,,ical data, the hydrogen is neudy 70 percent ionized, and this supports the

result' obtained hy the Saha equation.

As the working fluid travels through the barrel region, the loss of heat energy due to

the tran.port processes and viscous effects will cause chemical relaxation towards

molecular hydrogen. To determine the chemical relaxation rate, it must be understood

that all chernical processes take place by molecular collisions or radiative interactions."

For purposes of this discussion, radiative interactions will be neglected and collision

processes are assumed to dominate. According to Anderson, nearly 200,000 collisions

are required for either dismciation of the molecule, or molecular recombination to

occur." Obviously this takes a flni:e amount of time, during which non -equilibrium

effects are present. Non-equilibrium can be defined as the effects of finite reaction
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p-oceaes which require ý, definite amot int of time tn order to react to a rapid change in

conditions in whizh a gs' is subjected.

The time required for relaxation to occur is governed by iL,te constants. When the

working fluid is heated by the arc prior to the barrel inlet, - certain percentage of :he

reaction ,mill be in the form ofdiss, -ciation. In general, molecular dissociation energies

are equal to or less than the ionization energies of the consituer.t atoms. Due to the ver-y

high =n4rgies and electron temperatures involved, it will be assumed that regVr.d.,ts of

whether or not a system is in equilibrium, the rate at which a reaction proceeds in the

forward direction is equal to the rate in the reverse direction at a given temperature."

This assumes that other non-ejuibfilriu effects do not aff-ect the rate of m.waions.

Therefore, the forward and reveise reaction rates can We related viz the equihib•un

constant.

To determine whcLher or0 not the chemical procer, cs are fir'2 , in equilibrium, or

aoi- equilibrium mn the barrel section, the chemicai taie of recombination-dissaciation

rnust be compared to the charautciistic time the plasma takes to traverse the length of the

barrel. If aie recombinuion rat-. is less than the characteristic transit time of the working

fluid, the flow is said to be fozen.

In adJdition to chcýical rdaxatiun, ir.tcrral modes of energy also seek out equilibrium

conditioas. Aldio,.agh c Wic.al raictions require ýomewhere around 200,000 collisions in

ordcr tc rca,.;h a w¢,w equibiiiir, state, vibrational energy is exch'anged and equilibrium

at'r,.4 in aqoT ,iaat'," an order of iagnitude less, typical!h around 20,000 collisions.'

I
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Vibrational energy is quantized into different specific energy levels, and it is through

collisions that a change from one energy level to another is accomplished. If the system

consists only of harmonic oscillators at equilibrium, a Boltzman distribution will exist,

assuming constant temperature. During the time the distribution of particles is not

described by the Boltzman equation, the system is in a non-equilibrium state.

When a particle moves from one energy level to another, it undergoes a transitior1

which requires collisions to occur. The transition probability is governed by the

collisional frequency, Z, and the number of particles in the system, N. The following are

used to determine the collisional frequency.-

Z=nind 2  8k T (4.1)

M mAmB

(mAimB) (reduced mass) (4.2)

1-- (mean free path) (4.3)

(G = 7td 2  (collision cross section) (4.4)

The transfer of energy through collisions from vibrational te translational energy

creates a temperature rise in the system. While vibrational energy is experiencing the

mo!ecular collisions, the working fluid is in a non-equilibrium state and energy is "locked"

inside the vibrational energy levels, thus some of the energy of the fluid is not available
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for projectile motion. According to Anderson, the vibrational relaxation time is a

function of both temperature and pressure. This comes form the fact that the transition

probability and the collision frequency a.re alo functions of piessure (-.w indication of

how probable a collision will be) and temperature (indicating the relative kinetiz energy of

the particles).

The following is a table of calculated relaxation times fur both C,e.micai reactions

(recombination) and vibrational eneigy.

Table 4.1 Calculation of relaxation tnes ai. va-ius veiocities, temlpeatures
and constant pressure of lO0C atin (*'•data froni. Brown')

*umu velocity inet temp CnCMicaW dist vibrator'ui dist ltI•JluOitTtT trCq ,th•i1 aWWe

(meteiy) (meters) I"Z. (mVr)

500 11,605 4.216x10 5  5.157x10" 4.848x1o(t 2.42:X-10 9.-4.,10`0
!2

4,500 11,605 3.713x10I 4.641x10- 5.386x10' 2.424x10'2  9Th9x!0"10

13,000 11,(05 001 !.341x0'" l.VxlVi 2.44xlY' 9•749x10,10

4,500 23,000 6.582x10" 8.228xi0" 2.735xijcI 1.367. e1 
1 0 17 ",O k.

13,000 23,000 1.9026xl0' 2.377x10"' ?.52.xI'° i.3('7x10•i 8. !78xI0' 0

500 34,0(X) 5.551x10" 6 938x10'- 3.603xl0 1  1.8022x101 7.2*. I(O 0O

4,500 34,000 4.996x10 4  6.244x10I' 3.603x'O" 1.802x1001 4 " "1

13,000 34,000 1.443x10 3  
-. 804 3.603x10" t .fS2x1Wb0 7,271x-10'

II

I I I4
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Con';Iderig the results of the calculations for both the chemical and vibrational

relaxation time6, it is ciear that even the slowest chemical relaxation time occurring at an

inlet temperature of I eV and velocity of 13,000 m/sec, the flow is able to reach

Nquiliblrum Aithin .033 diameters. This suggests that non-equilibrium will not be a factor

in the barrel region, and that the particles can be coasidered in a Boltzman distribution

thr-oughout the length of the barrel. Vibrational modes are also in equilibrium.

Ajdition-Aly, £'oxen flow losses are negligible for the entire operating range of inlet

ternpera!ures. As the flow progresses, the electron and heavy particle temperatures

should rapidly achieve equilibrium, and associated with this, a rapid loss of ionization will

result, leaving -he working fluid composed of only molecular hydrogen and atomic

hydrogen at the exit of the barrel. The effects of recombination will serve to increase th'e

amount of energy within the working fluid, tending to counter the effects. of tialiporn

loss es, thus providing more energy for the purpose of projectile motion.

The following figure demonstrates the species number densities within the ELGG

birrel rtgiov ad corroborates the findings of the above calculations. At the inlet

sta?.tior. nemperatu.re and pressure of 30,000K and 1,000 atitiospheres, figure 4.4

su&3ests that the working fluid is mainly composed of ioxnized atomic hydrogen, with

molecIdar hydrogen making up only a fra.tion of the remainder of the fltid. Thus it can

be Lumrd that the working fluid is completely dissociated, and the number of free

Clectrous is of the; same order of magnitude as that of atomic hydrogen. Note that the

sta•nation tempeiature and pressure in the inlet regi~on of the barrel rapidly decreases as

the effec,.s of conduction, radiation and viscous efthcts deplete tie eneigy from the fluid.
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This causes a rapid recombination of atomic hydrogen, K, into molecular hydrogen, H-I.

Patch describes the number density of H decreasiag from 6.757 x10,6 at 10,000K to 8.97

xl02 at 4,000K while H2 increases from 5.695 xl05 at 10,000K to 1.745 x102 at

4,000K. Temperature drops of this magnitude typically can be expected to occur within

the first 10 diameters into the barrel region, which equates to approximately 3.34 xl0"

seconds at an inlet velocity of 3,000 m/sec. The following graph from Patch

demonstrates the number densities of species at 1,000 atmospheres.

Species

1021

A H

Wi0 110 X oxa
,-.

rIAN.,'eraturk, T. K

Figure 4.3 Number dtensitfl. of Hydn-:gen at 1,000 atm

From this discussion and. thi, resu.0i, oif •- SahI eqtaior and data provided by Patch,

the use of the molecular hydroge-a and the vaous thermodyi•amic and opacity prop,-rties

associated with H2 within the mnod els devel-oped is Jastifible, with only sirnal vaoiancres at
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inlet temperatures of up to 10,000K and pressures of 1,000 atmospheres. The working

fluid within the barrel region of the ELGG for these conditions can best be described as a

weakly ionized plasma at best, and is actually a high temperature flow of slightly

dissociated gas with rapid recombination within the first few diameters into the pipe.

However, at inlet stagnation temperatures in excess of 10,000K, the dissociation begins

to dominate, and the thermodynamic properties of the working fluid begin to experience

rapid fluctuations. Fortunately, by using the empirical data from Patch, the change in

species is included in the thermodynamic data used for the heat transfer analysis within

this thesis. This also applies to the increasing ionization of the working fluid as inlet

temperatures exceed approximately 20,000K.

From experimental data gathered by Zube, the translational relaxation occurs so

quickly that non-equilibrium in this energy mode can be observed to be negligible for the

regions of interest in the ELGG. Consider the following table:

Table 4.2 Translational Relaxation times

rocessI relaxation time (seconds) M

electron self relaxation 10" to 10.10

hydrogen-hydrogen kinetic relaxation 10'

electron-proton kinetic relaxation 108

From this information, and the fluid velocities expected at the inlet of the ELGG

barrel, the slowest translational relaxation takes approximately .0005 diameters to reach
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equilibrium. This demonstrates that the translational energy is in equilibrium immediately

past the inlet, and confirms the assumption that translational non-equilibrium can be

neglected. This holds true for rotational non-equilibrium as well.

4.2 - CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS

In the development of the conduction one dimensional model for the ELGG barrel

region, the assumptions of a calorically perfect, inviscid gas with steady flow have been

used. From the discussions of the species number densities and the degree of ionization,

these assumptions are acceptable for development of trends and general conductive heat

transfer calculations. These results will give insight into the processes taking place as

well as data in which to validate the MACH2 coding and operation for problems of this

kind.

As discussed, conduction occurs in two main ways. Conduction acts internally, which

tends to transfer heat energy within the fluid itself, and by contact between the fluid and

the walls of the barrel. Internal conduction along the flow direction has been assumed to

be negligible compared to the conduction to the walls.

To begin the discussion of the effects of conduction only, neglecting viscous effects,

radiation, and convection for the moment, a set of data for conduction has been

computed beginning with inlet stagnation temperatures ranging from 8,000K to 34,000K

(.68 eV to 2.93 eV) and pressures from 85n to 1,150 atmospheres. By using the

tabulated data on the thermal conductivity of hydrogen throughout a wide range of
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temperatures and pressures, the following graph has been compiled which shows the heat

transfer per unit mass at various temperatures and pressures.
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Figure 4.4 Heat transfer per unit mass for conduction only

This graph, and the associated data contained in appendix F, indicate several key

findings about the conduction within the barrel of the ELGG. The first is the effect of

velocity on the heat transfer. For this model, the effects of velocity changes is noticed for

a variety of conflicting reasons. The duration of time the fluid remains in the barrel

region is an important consideration. Conduction is highly dependent on the physical

contact between the fluid and the walls, and by changing the duration that this occurs is

reflected in the heat transfer. Velocity also affects the static temperatures and pressures
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and these effects are felt by conduction through the amount of mass present within the

flow and the temperature gradients created between the walls, assumed to be at a

constant 300K, and the fluid. Finally, the change in the temperature and pressure serves

to change the thermal conductivity, which correspondingly changes the rate of heat

transfer.

The figure graphi ly depicts these various effects, and the following trends are

noted. First, if the inlet temperature is held fixed, and the inlet pressure (both are

stagnation) is varied, the heat transfer actually decreases with increasing pressures. This

can be explained by considering the conduction heat flow equation. The heat flow is

given in terms of Joules/Kg, which equates the heat flow to the unit mass. As pressure

increases, the amount of mass in the fluid increases. This effect causes the heat flow per

unit mass to decrease, which is what the chart depicts. What this means i'cr the ELGG, is

that for an increase in base pressure, there will be a higher mass flow rate (I-, a point), and

with it, more heat should be expected to be conducted to the barrel walls.

However, it can be seen that by holding the inlet pressure constant, but increasing the

temperature, the conduction heat transfer per unit mass increases. This is explained by

the fact that higher temperature gradients are experienced by the flow, and

correspondingly, higher conduction heat transfer will result. Additionally, with increasing

temperature at the range of constant pressures to be expected in the ELGG, the thermal

conductivity increases, also increasing the amount of heat transfer that should be

observed.
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Considering the range of heat transfer based on inlet conditions, it is apparent that a

wide range of values can be expected. The following table is a section of the data

calculated and included in the appendices. It illustrates the heat transfer and percent of

inlet power remaining for various inlet conditions.

Table 4.3 Conduction data for heat transfer and percent power
available at exit

inlet veocity inlet int preswc watpreanr holt UR'fer % powerA

10,000 1,000 1,003 -3.956x10 7  72.09

13,000 10,000 1,000 2,260 -1.588X10' 88.8

1,500 23,000 1,000 1,011 -3.125x10' 40.14

13,000 23,000 1,000 1,435 -5.501xi07  83.13

1,500 11,605 1,000 1,008 -5.432x107  67.53

13,000 11,605 1,000 1,930 -1.818x10' 88.96

1,500 10,000 850 857.6 -4.654xl0' 67.16

13,0(X) 10,000 850 2,402 -1.868xl0 7  86.82

1,500 10,000 1,150 1,158 -3.44x10 7  75.73

13,000 10.000 1,150 2288 -1.381xl0' 90.08

From this table, it is evident that conduction effects are most pronounced at low inlet

velocities and high inlet temperatures. The power remaining at the exit is highly
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dependent on the velocity, as can be seen. The highest velocities correspond the shortest

duration of conduction within the barrel itself.

4.3 - ANALYSIS OF VISCOUS EFFECTS

Viscous or frictional effects on a fluid flowing through a pipe has been examined with

a one dimensional calorically perfect model and the results follow in this section. As

mentioned, viscous effects teiid to drive the inlet Mach number toward unity, thus the

possibility of choked flow is present whenever viscosity is taken into account. Also note

that the effects of viscous action are opposite to those of the transport processes and this

diference will be explored. The results in this section are for viscous effects only.

In order to address the effect of friction on the flow of gases down the barrel region of

the ELGG, the choice of fiiction factor must be discussed. There are analytical

expressions for the calculation of friction factors for laminar flow il a pipe, but there is

not a definitive expression for turbulent flow. As previously discussed, friction factor in

turbulent flow is a function of Reynolds number, Mach number and the ratio L/D. The

ratio LID for the ELGG discussed in this thesis turns out to be 33.3, which according to

Keenan and Neumann is within acceptable limits for supersonic flow. Additionally, the

range of Reynolds numbers are between those discussed for Keenan and Neumann, which

is suggestive that their research and conclusions are applicable here.

The following are tables of results based on numerical simulations ran using the

procedures detailed in the third chapter. These tables show the impacts of various
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friction factors, inlet stagnation temperatures and pressures at a specific inlet velocity on

the viscous effects. The method of evaluation, and the full table of calculations and

results is located in the appendices.

Table 4.4 Viscous effects with varying input data and friction
factors with constant velocity of 4,500 m/sec

ficiuon factor inlet temp inet press exit press thm length pm ratio

3.0xlO"3  10,000 1,000 988.83 37.11 98.89

3.OxlO" 10,000 850 840.59 37.112 98.89

3.0xl0O" 10,000 1,150 1,137 37.11 98.87

3.OxI0•' 8,000 1,000 986.1 28.43 98.61

3.0x!0in- 1 ,605k~ 1,000I 990.48j ,-4.44 99.05 Ii
II ....... ,j IVU1 9A4A1

2.0x13"1 10,0001 1,000 992.62 55.67 99.26

__4.0_xlO_ 10,OOj 1,000 985.2 61.48 98.52

Table 4.5 Viscous effects with varying input data and friction
factors with constant velocity of 13,000 m/sec

f-idon taetor inlet temip inlet press cxit prew tho Ingth pmn rato

3.0x104- 10,000 1,000 280.65 1.27 28.06

3.0x1O+' 10,000 850 238.67 1.27 28.08

3.Oxlo0' 10,000 1,150 323.07 1.27 28.09

3.0x10"4  8,000 1,000 96.01 1.63 9.6

3.0x10•' 11,605 1,000 402.54 1.04 40.25

2.0x10' 10,000 1,000 358.91 1.9 35.89

4.0x10 3  10,000 1,000 183.78 1.04 18.38
-II- I
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The data used to determine the viscosity of the working fluid was obtained from Patch

and from INSPI and is included in appendix D. This data takes into account the differing

species due to the various temperatures and pressures inherent in the barrel region of the

ELGG.

From the data tables, and the information included in the appendices, it is clear that

the friction factor, as well as the inlet conditions largely effect the flow characteristics.

Additionally, the effects of the theoretical length are apparent. First, note that at low inlet

velocities, the effect of pressure changes is nearly negligible on the viscous losses.

However, inlet stagnation temperature changes has a more pronounced effect since the

temperature directly effects the Mach number. At the relatively low inlet velocity of

1,500 m/sec, the Mach number ranges from. 18 to .22. Stagnation losses in this

environment would be expected to be minimal, as is borne out by table 4.2.

In addition, the impact of changing the frictiort factor can be seen in this table as well.

Recall that the effect of friction is to drive the inlet mach number towarcs unity. As the

friction factor increases, more frictional effect; are noticed by the flow, and the higher the

stajnation losses. Hence hy going, from a f ;irtnn factor ,f .0 to .004, theor i

corresponding drop in the stagnation pressure at the exit. The results of the changing

friction factor are clearly evident in the preceding tables.

The changing of the initial conditions and friction factors are evei more drarnatic at

the higher speeds indicated in table 4.3. This is to be expected since the shear stress at

the wall is a function of flow velocity and the Reynolds number. Note again that inlet

pressure is not really a factor due to the relatively smai! density changes, but inlet
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temperature dramatically changes the flow characteristics. As temperature increases, the

Mach number drops, the Reynolds number increases and the shear stress at the wall

decreases, thus explaining the increase in the stagnation pressure ratio at the exit. In

effect, higher temperatures tend to decrease the frictional effects, at least in the realm of

the ELGG operation studied. The following figures graphically demonstrate the effects

of changing inlet conditions at constant friction factors, and constant inlet conditions at

different friction factors.
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Figure 4.5 Ratio of stagnation pressures verses velocity with a friction
factor of .003
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Figure 4.6 Ratio of stagnation pressures verses velocity at different
friction factors

As discussed in the model development earlier, frictional effects tend to drive the

Mach number towards unity, thus bringing the distinct possibility of choked flow, By

looking at the data in the previous tables, and appendices, it is apparent that theoretical

length changes not only due to changes in frictional factor, but also by inlet conditions.

Again, figure 4.5 demonstrates that pressure changes at the inlet have negligible effect on

the theoretical length, but temperature changes have a dramatic effect. This is due to the

strong influence Mach number has on the calculation of the theoretical length. For the

cases where temperature was at I10,000K and a friction factor of .003, the entire range of

inlet velocities from 4,500 m/sec to 12,500 m/sec are not acceptable due to choking in the

pipe. With an inlet temperature of 8,00OK, this range dropped to include velocities as
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low as 4,050 m/sec and as the temperature rose to 2.5 eV, velocities needed to be higher

than 20,500 m/sec in order to preclude choking. These inlet conditions must be avoided.

It is highly likely that in the actual barrel of the ELGG, the specific heats will not

remain constant, and that their ratio will change. This effect on the theoretical length of

the tube has been calculated, and the following trends were discovered. As the ratio of

specific heats decreases, the theoretical length iends to increase at the same Mach

numbers. Thus, a decrcasing y is actually beneficial in terms of helping to prevent

choking of the flow. The opposite is true for an increase in y. This data is located in the

appendices, and in section 3.4.

From the results of this analysis, it will be important to compare the effects of

radiation, conduction, and convection within the range of inlet conditions which prevent

choked flow.

4.4 -- ANALYSIS OF CONVECTION

Convection is deitirrnined in the PLt x hy the pressurdifre . ntials relingIII inI ,,r,,

flow within the gun barrel. As discussed, the flow entering the barrel forms boundary

layers which grow to meet at the tube axis. However, the large values of Reynolds

numbers tori the order of 106 ) precludes boundary layer growth analysis since fully

developed conditions persist immediately past the tube inlet. According to the work of

Siegel, Piacesi, and Bixier, "this conclusion is justified and the turbulent boundary layer

completely fills the barrel throughout its length." 2' Additionally, in his studies of gun
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barrel dynamics, "Williams assumed the flow to be fully developed turbulent flow

imme .,ely because of the large Reynolds numbers attained by the driver gas almost

immediately." 2'

With this in mind, the thermal starting region was found to begin immediately at the

entrance region of the barrel as well, and both the fluid boundary layer and the thermal

boundary layers extend to the axis of the tube. Thus the downstream velocity profile

does not change from that at the inlet. The following table represents flow at inlet

conditions of 10,000K and 1,000 atmospheres at various inlet velocities. The full range

of data is included in the appendices.

Table 4.6 Effect of friction factor on convection heat transfer to barrel walls

friction inlet inlet inlet exit heat transfer % power Press Ratio

factor velocity temperature pressure pressure "q" to walls

3.0xlO" 1,500 10,000 1,000 1,004 -2.139X1O' 84.8U 1004xlO"0

3.0x10- 4,500 10,000 1,000 1,028 -1.581x107 8885 1028xlO3

3.0×10' 13,500 10,000 1,000 1,503 -7.83x10 6  94.47 1503x10a'

2.0I0"3 1- ,00 10,00 1,000 1,004 -1.39x10' 84.83 1004x103

2.0xO-13  4,590 10,000 1,000 1,028 -1.581 xl0' 88.85 1028x!0 3

2.0xlO" 13,500 10,000 1,000 1,503 -7.83.106  94.47 1503x10"3

4.0xO3' 1,500 10,000 1,000 1,004 -2.139xl07 84.83 lO0iOxl" 3

4.0x10- 4.500 10,000 1,000 1,028 -1.581xl(f 88.85 1028x103

4.0x103' 13,500 10,000 1,000 1,503 -7.83x10' 94.47 1503x10'

- . 1I Ii I I
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The first interesting thing to note from the data presented in the table is that, other

than limiting the range of inlet conditions necessary to avoid choked flow as discussed for

viscous effects, the friction factor does not impact the convection results. This is due to

the fact that the flow is immediately fully developed because of the large Reynolds

numbers involved, and boundary layer effects are not important in this regime of

operation since the entire flow is essentially contained in the boundary layer.

What does dramatically impact the amount of heat loss due to convection is the inlet

temperature and velocity. Pressure again, as for viscous effects, does not play a key role.

Consider the following table containing calculated data from the convection model.

Table 4.7 Effect on convection heat transfer to walls using various inlet conditions

inlet velocity inlet temp inlet press exit press heat trans % power press ratio

1,500 10,000 1,000 1,004 -2.139x10' 84.83 1004xlO"3

1,500 10,000 850 853.65 -2.17x10 7  84.69 1043x104

1,500 10,000 1,150 1,155 -2.114xlO" 85.08 1043x10 4

1,500 8,000 1,000 1,005 -1.552xi0' 8631 1005xl03

1,500 11,605 1,000 1,004 -2 633x10' 84.01 1004x103

13,500 10,000 1,000 1,503 -7.83xl06  94.47 1503xi03

As can be seen, inlet stagnation pressure has a minimal effect on changes in exit

stagnation pressure and on the amount of heat per unit mass transferred by convection.
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Pressure only has an effect by changing the density, which in turn is the only mechanism

pressure has which can influence the heat transfer by convection.

Temperature, however, has a large effect on the heat transfer by convection.

Temperature is a main component in the determination of the heat transfer, and in fact the

heat transfer is directly proportional to temperature changes. Velocity plays two key

roles in the heat transfer by convection. First, by the fact that higher velocities simply

reduce the transit time of the fluid through the tube, less time is allowed for the

convection heat transfer to the barrel walls to take place. This limits the amount of heat

lost and explains the larger percentage of inlet power remaining at the exit for higher

velocities. Secondly, the velocity directly impacts the Reynolds number and Stanton

number. These two factors, along with the Prandtl number dramatically effects the heat

transfer coefficient.

In order for the Reynolds analogy assumptions to be valid, the Prandtl number should

be close to 1.0, as previously mentioned in chapter 3.6. For the entire range of data

considered, the Prandtl number ranged from no lower than .929 and to no higher than

1.098. This represents approximately a 9 percent variation from the optimum of 1.0, but

is well within the acceptable limits set forth by Eckert. "3 The following table illustrates

the results of calculations at various inlet stagnation temperatures and pressures and inlet

velocities.
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Table 4.8 Convection parameters at varying inlet conditions

inlet velocity inlet t=p inlet prcss Reynolds# Prandll# Stanwton (.oe4ffo'fi-t

1.500 10.000 1,000 1.273xl0 1006x4" IxIO' 2xlO"

4,500 10,000 1.000 3.251xIO' 1006xlO" .931xO'i 2xlO'

13,500 10,000 1.000 9.48xi0' 1006x[O' IxlO" 3x[O'

1,500 10,000 850 1.082x10' 1098x0" I0XO', 2xlO

4,500 10,000 850 2.763x10 1098x10" .989x I0 2x10'

13,500 10,000 250 8.061x10' 1098xOs1 IxlO' 2XlO"

1,500 10,000 1,150 1.464xlo' 929x!0" lxIOJ 2xlO"'

4.500 10,000 1,150 3-739xl0" 929x10l' .959xl0' 2x10l'

13.500 10.000 1.150 I.091x10 929x10' Ixio" 3x!0"

1.500 X.OO f.00 L!.8!2O' lOO6x1O' 120' 2oi

4.050 8.000 1.000 4.173x10 1006x10' .896x10"' 2xlO'

13,500 8,000 1,000 3.154x10' 1006x10" 2xlO' 3x10'

1.500 11.605 1.000 1.044x10 994xl0" lxlO" 2xtos

4,500 11,605 1,000 2.258x10 994x!0'" .976x10l' 2X10"

13.500 11,605 1,000 1.333x10 994x10" lxIO" 2xi0'

From this data and the relationships of pressure, temperature and flow velocity, we can

consider the amount of heat transfer due to convection. The following graph illustrates

the heat flow per unit mass for convectien at various inlet velocities. Note from this

graphical analysis that the heat transfer by convection is only affected appreciably by

temperature and velocity changes, and pressure changes are negligible.
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4.5 ANALYSIS OF RADIATION

1adiatui1o is the iranspon of energy out of the system mainly by virtue of the

temperature within the fluid. However, how the thermal energy is transferred depends on

the properties of the fluid, most notably the opacity. To determine the optical depth of

the working fluid, the models described in section 3.7 are used. This methodology

initially indicated that at 10,000K and "00 atmospheres, the mean free path for the

working fluid based on Rosse~ana ( x'asion is approximately .45 to .55 meters as opposed

to Planck mean free paths .far,,roximately .2 to .3 meters. This would suggest that the
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radiation coming from the fluid may be flux limited, or in other words, is limited by the

equilibrium specific intensity or Planck function.

However, this data has been shown to not completely describe the system studied in

this thesis. The following figures show the calculation of the heat transfer per unit mass

for Rosseland and Plank radiation.
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A. it can b'e seen from these graphs, at various points either method is usable, with

some points flux limited by Planck radiation and others absorption limited by Rosseland

radiation. However, by looking at conditions of 23,000K and 1,000 atmospheres, it is

clearly seen that Rosseland diffusion is appropriate for the model of radiation heat loss.

This effect becomes more pronounced as temperature increases. At nearly 3 eV and

1,000 atmospheres, the Rosseland diffusion heat transfer is 3 orders of magnitude less

than Planck, suggesting a highly absorption dominated working fluid. As pressure drops,

this was also found to be the case. It seems that since both Rosseland and Planck have

similar mean free paths down to approximately 5,000K, the methodology to use is

Rosseland diffusion, and not Planck as previously expected. This would tend to indicate

that the ELGG system stadied is mainly absorption dominated throughout its operating

range rather than emission dominated.

The difference between the initial results and those determined by the models

developed in sections 3.5 and 3.7, is that initially purely blackbody radiation, aT4, was

assumed to be sufficient for Planck calculations, but thts is not completely true. As

pointed out in section 3.7, there should have been included in the preliminary thesis work

the factor 4c,, which makes the difference and accounts for the Planck mean absorption

coefficient.

The variation in radiation heat transfer over velocity changes is explained by the fact

that higher flow speeds decreases the working fluid transition time through the tube, thus

limiting the time for the fluid to radiate energy. This is similar to the effects encountered

in the convection and conduction results as well.
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As discussed in section 3.7, the radiation energy density can be computed and

compared to th' convection heat flux and the internal energy to determine when radiation

should be considered. The radiation energy density initially found in the tube can be

calculated from the inlet conditions. It should be noted that as the temperature changes

with the flow down the tube, this radiation energy density drops as the fourth power of

the temperature, thus radiation will rapidly become negligible towards the end of the

barrel region. The combined effects of radiation, convection and conduction serve o0

force the flow temperature down.

The radiation energy density for 10,000K and 1,000 atmospheres inlet conditions with

inlet velocity 3,500 m/sec is found to be 5.67x1 07 Watts/meter whereas the internal

energy is 1.005x10 8 Watts/meter, the convection heat flux is approximately 1.75x10 7, and

the conduction heat flux is approximately 3.05x 107 Watts/meter. Clearly the effects of

thermal radiation is of the same order of magnitude as that of conduction and convection,

and must be included in heat transfer studies. I he assumptions used in models used by

other researchers, namely Siegel, Stephenson, and the Weapons Laboratory at Rock

Island, that r adiatiou is not a factor is inco:reci and by avoiding the inciusioh. of radiation

effects must raise questions as to the accuracy of their results.

4.6 - COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, the various transport ,nechanisms and the viscous effects will be

compai .d and determination of the regimes of operation where these heat loss processes
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dominate will be made. The regimes of operation show where these mechanisms are of

equal order of magnitudes, and trends discovered from the one dimensional models will

be discussed ir order to filly analyze the MACH2 results. The power remaining in the

working fluid is examined as is tht. ratio of exit to inlet stagnativn pressures. Internal

energy changes associated with the various heat loss mechanisms will also be looked at.

It has been mentioned that the cooling effects of conduction, radiation, and

convection on the working fluid tend to drive the Mach number away from unity, thus

avoiding the prospects of choked flow, shockwave development and the corre,.ponding

loss in efficiency and the inevitable "correction" of the flow inlet conditions. However,

viscous effects act to drive the Mach number towards unity, suggesting that there may be

a tr-ad off% ofF effects.

Since all these processes are, in reality, closely coupled together, it is not possible to

analytically describe all these effects simultaneously. However, the data presented up to

this point can give some understanding of what can be expected for the flow of a high

temperature working fluid down the barrel of the ELGG.

Consider the ratio of stagnation pressures from the exit to the inlet. This is an

indication of the overall effects each of the dissipative modes has on the fluid. For

conduction, it has been determined that at inlet velocities below approximately Mach .5,

the ratio of stagnation pressures remains nearly constant for inlet pressures of 1,000

atmospheres, and temperatures up to 1.8 eV. Above this temperature range, the ratio

increases slightly, from 1.003 at I eV to 1.07 at 2.92 eV. This shows, in effect, that the

temperature at constant pressure of 1,000 atmospheres has negligible effect on
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conduction. This was also determined to hold true for pressure ranges from 850

atmospheres to !, ! 50 atmospheres.

As the velocity was increased beyond Mach. 5, the results changed, .ihwing a hih

degree of variation in the stagiiatiorn pressu j - ratio with both temperattue and ptes.•au c.

The change from low to high velocity ranges iW manifested in the durationi of time the

fluid remains in the ELGG barrel region, and the variations noted indicate the dependence

of the thermal conductivity to both temperature and pressure. According to data

provided by iNSPI, both temperature increases and pressure decreases show marked

increases in the thermal conductivity of the hydrogen working fluid.

For radiation, it has been computed that the velocity changes do not have the large

varia- tons m stagnation pressure ratios exhibited by conduction, and that changing

pressure has little effect on the ratio as well. There was nearly a linear correspondence to

increasing temperature and increasing pressure ratio. It is interesting to note that both the

Rosseland and Planck radiation data indicated pressure ratios which were to within 1% of

each other, although the heat transfer was far greater for Planck.

Viscous effects tended to decrease the exit stagnation pressures, whereas all the other

heat loss mechanisms tended to increase the exit stagnation pressure. This is consistent

with the particular modeis used, and dramatically shows the difference between heat

transport mechanisms and viscous effects. Viscous effects showed little change based on

temperature or pressure variations, but were dramatically affected by velocity changes.

This is consistent with expectations since viscous effects are driven by gradients in

velocity throughout the flow region, and higher velocities tend to create large velocity
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gradients, most notably near the tube walls. Pressure ratios as low as .0926 were

calculated at speeds in excess of Mach 3.2 at a temperature of 8,000K and pressure of

1,000 atmospheres.

ConAectcon showed siV.ilar re.uilts as conduction, but the pressure ratios were never as

large asi those found in conduction. Conviectior, pr'ssure ratios were negligibly aflected

by pressure variaticn, but were slrongly aft.cted by ifnlet temperature increases and flow

velocity. Pressure ratios ranged from 1.806 at 8,000K, 1,000 atmospheres and flow

velocity of 13.000 m/sec, to 1.310 at 34,000K, 1,000 atmospheres and 13,000 n/sec.

Although is cannot simply be a matter of looking at these results and combining the

information to predict the final outcome, it is possible to note that increases in stagnation

.ressure ratios arc associated with increased heat dissipation from the working fluid, and

inat viscous effects tend to decrease this ratio. As a first approximation, it is noted that

as the iilet temperature of the working increases, regardless of the pressure at the inlet

(within the scope of this thesis) the combined increase of the pressure ratio due to

conduction, radiation, and convection are practically offset by the decrease caused by

viscous dissipation. However, as the inlet velocity increases to well over Mach 1.0, the

situation changes, and it can be expected that viscous effects will tend do dominate over

the other three. Again, this is only a first approximation, and recall that the effects of

radiation, convection and conduction were calculated using one dimensional, steady state,

inviscid models. The calculations from the MACH2 code wVill be able to simultaneously

solve these together, and a better representation of the actual system should be obtained.
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In addition to the stagnation pressure ratio, the heat transfer for convection,

conduction and radiation can be compared, and regimes of influence determined.

Consider conduction heat transfer data obtained from calculations made using the one

dimensional model developed in chapter 3.5. This data demonstrates that as the velocity

increases at any temperature and pressure combination, the heat transfer decreases, due

mainly to the reduced transit time of the working fluid. Generally, the trends indicate that

at a constant pre.sure of 1,000 atmospheres, and velocity ranges from 500 rinsec to

13,000 m/sec, the following range of heat transfer is obtained:

Table 4.9 Conductive heat transfer data

I• Petiec of h t ansfr caicuiate4 (J'Rg)

8,000 7.464x10'to 1.816x107

10,000 1.17x10' to 7.83xl06

23,000 3.12 5 xl08to 5.501dO

34,000 1 444x10 8 to 1.0O'

Under the same conditions mentioned above, th, ,sand and Planck heat transfer

ranges were determined and are shown in table 4.10. Table 4.11 shows the data for

convection using the same conditions as conduction and radiation.
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Table 4. 10 Radiative heat transfer data

Inlet temperature (K) Rosseland heat transfer (J/kg) Planck heat transfcr (J/kg)

8,000 4.421xl10 to 1.786x105  1.034x10 8 to 4.717x105

10,000 1.403x0l to I.252x106  1.303xI08 to 1.219x10 6

23,000 2.120x10 7to 1.412x106  8.244x10 0 to 5.52 1x109

34,000 1.605xI0' to 1.287x106  2.508x10" to 2.017xI09

Table 4.11 Convection heat transfer data

InIL teraperature (ýK) Range of heat transfer calculated (I/kg)

8,000 I.522x107 to 4.007xlO1

10,000o 2.139x10 7 to 7.83xi0 6

23,000 8.924x 10 to 4.428xiO'

34,000 1.419xl0' to 7.748x106

From the above three tables, it is now nnpsihip to discss regime ofin•,aence for these

heat transport processes. To do this, the reg mes for which data was obtained will be

outlined using constant inlet pressure of 1,000 atmospheres.

For temperature regions below 10,000K, conduction dominates the flow at higher

inlet velocities, but near 10,O00K, both conduction and radiation at..- noted to be nearly

equal in magnitude. Convection tends to maintain at a level of heat transfer which is an

order of magnitude less than conduction. It is also apparent that convection is more
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important in this regime than either Rosseland or Planck radiation when velocities in

excess of Mach .8 are concerned. This region is characterized by inlet temperatures less

than I eV, heavy conduction throughout the barrel region, and radiation effects rapidly

diminished as the flow progresses throughout the barrel.

For flow in regimes of operation between I eV and 2 eV, the flow has nearly equal

magnitudes of conduction, convection and Rosseland radiation, although the Planck

radiation model shows several orders of magnitude higher heat transfer. This was

discussed in section 4.7, and from this point, the working fluid is absorption dominated,

thus limiting the amount of radiation seen at the walls. Thus Rosseland diffusion

approximations should more adequately model the fluid in this regime of ope;'ation, and
+I,-• Arln 4- n -^ -- -1. 1 -- .A -- -I-: - - - --' " .- . . . . . .. .c .t i h
&atA&ý %44.&,C't~~4 L%,'l LNý~a.'•.t..OU I al•, lld~ - -Will be Used cluI The J ne o s ofveiocity in this

regime are not as apparent as in the below I eV regime, and due to the combined effects

of all three heat tiansfer processes, the radiation will decrease due to the temperature

drop associated with the heat loss. This reduction i- radiation due to the temperature

loss will rapidly shift the radiation component of heat transfer to the regime discussed

previously due to the dependence o7 T4. Additionally, the effect of heat loss is to increase

the flow velocity, thus further reducing the radiation expected. The corresponding

increase in velocity as the fluid progresses will keep the conduction and convection heat

loss within the same order of magnitude.

The final regime studied is that from 2 eV to 3 eV. In this region, Rosseland radiation

dominates at inlet velocities below Mach .7, and conduction is seen to be a strong heat

transfer mechanism. Both conduction and radiation are an order of magnitude greater
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than convection at low velocities, and at high inlet velocities, radiation and convection are

of the same order of magnitude. Again, the temperature decreases associated with heat

loss will tend to rapidly diminish the radiative heat transfer, but radiation should remain a

large contributing factor throughout a significant portion of the barrel length. The

following three figures graphically illustrate the flow regimes discussed:

B - Celm'tlm
C. PAlMt4S (R~ueamd)

q

Figure 4.11 Representation ot transport processes in the operating regime
of less than 1 eV (1,000 atm)
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Figure 4.12 Representation of transport processes in the uperating regime
from I eV to 2 eV (1,000 atm)
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Figure 4.13 Representation of transport processes in the operating regime
from 2 eV to 3 eV (1,000 atm)

From this analysis, it is apparent that conduction will play a significant role in the

flow of the working fluid in the barrel region of the ELGG. Convection also plays a

major role, but is only significant at hign inlet velocities. Radiation has been shown to be

absorption dominated throughout the operating region, dominating at temperatures in

excess of 2 eV, and rapidly diminishing as distance through the barrel increases.

To complete the flow regime analysis, the problem of choked flow caused by viscous

effects in .cd. to -h,, heat tranSfer processes must be Included. As rnoted pfewvhusiy,

the viscous effects will limit the inlet flow velocities based on the formation of a normal

shock in the tube. At this point, the flow has reached the maximum mass flow rate, and

no further increase can be tolerated. From figure 3.3 and table J. 1, it was determined that

inlet velocities must be below Mach .63 or above Mach 2.36 with a friction factor of .003

in order to prevent choking of the flow. Using the equation of continuity (equation 3.19),

the maximum mass flow rate is determined to be 6.596 kg/sec, with an inlet cross

i I I
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sectional area of 7.069x 104 m2, interior surface area of .094 m2 and interior barrel volume

of 7.069x10in m3. The ELGG Barrel length is 1.0 meters.

This changes slightly the flow regimes discussed in that much of the flow detailed

cannot actually be expected to be seen in the ELGG barrel. Since the viscous effects limit

inlet velocities to below Mach. 63, the low speed discussion remains valid. However,

since only inlet speeds in excess of Mach 2.36 are allowed, it can be expected that

convection will be a significant heat transfer process if supersonic flow within the barrel is

required. This will also tend to decrease the radiation heat loss and conduction due to the

decreased working fluid transit time through the barrel.

The power remaining at the exit of the ELGG barrel is an indicator of the ability for

the working fluid to accelerate a projectile. From the results discussed in sections 4.1

through 4.5, it was determined that the conditions favoring the largest percentage of

power remaining were high temperature and high velocities. This can be seen in tables

4.3, 4.6, and G. 1. This works out well since the Mach numbers will be much higher than

the choking Mach number of 2.36. At inlet speeds of 13,000 nmVsec, the percentage of

svY'•,1 1411t 4L tie i •u IUI each vi, the transport processes can be compared.

Conduction shows a dependence on pressure, ranging trom a low of 86.82% at 10,000K

and 850 atmospheres, to 90.08% at 10,000K and 1, 150 atmospheres. At constant

pressure of 1,000 atmospheres, the range is from 83.98% at 8,000K to 88.96% at

11,605K, and then dropping off to 77.88% at 34,000K. Rosseland radiation shows no

pressure dependence, and the percentage ranges from 97.3% to 99.7%, hence the high

speed tending to limit the amount of radiation losses due to low transit times. Finally,
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convection does '.ot exhibit pressure dependencies, but shows a range from 83.92% at

34,000K to a high of 96.47% at 8,000K. Thus convection is again shown to be more

effective at higher temperatures and velocities. These results also show that conduction

remains a major contributor throughout the range of operating conditions of the ELGG.

As the flow progresses, the decreasing temperature can act to change the y of the fluid

which will also affect the limiting Mach numbers. According to figure D.4, however,

generally the decreasing temperature at a nearly constant pressure of 1,000 atmospheres

will tend to decrease the y which is actually beneficial, since a lower y has been shown to

decrease the limiting Mach number.

A final point for discussion, and an important finding, is the effect recombination has

on the overall energy of the working fluid. When the worldng fluid is heated by the

electric arc, a substantial portion of the fluid may be ionized. From figure 4.2, it was

shown that this could be as high as 50 percent at 3 eV. In addition to the amount the

working fluid is ionized, it was shown that it is nearly completely dissociated into atomic

hydrogen at temperatures as low as I eV. Considering the dramatic decrease in

stagnation temperature at the exit, it is necessary to consider the energy liberated by the

recombination of positively charged atomic hydrogen and the free electrons. It was

shown that the working fluid is not frozen as it progresses down the barrel, and in fact the

relaxation rates are sufficient for equilibrium to be reached at every point during the time

the fluid travels through the barrel. Because of this, and the fact that the fluid remains

substantially atomic hydrogen down to approximately 10, O00K, the following

recombination reaction can be assumed to be dominant.
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H+ + e----+ H +energy (4.5)

The energy of ionization is given as 1.3 lxl0 KJ/mol for this process. Using the

assumption that the recombination brings the electron to the ground state, and data on

electron number densities provided by Patch7", the table 4.12 was produced which

demonstrates the liberated energy which may be expected by this reaction. Calculations

have shown that stagnation temperatures at low inlet velocities may drop to or below

5,200K. Higher velocities and temperatures may not have such a large change, but will

retain orders of magnitudes similar to those shown in figure 4.12. Below 5,200K, the

electrons are nearly 100% recombined and molecular hydrogen begins to dominate the

working fluid

Table 4,12 Energy liberated during recombination (1,000 atm)

Initial velocity Inlct stagmuon Inlet stagnmon Exit gauu number demty Etlrgy released

twrr~rature PreW'v empauture chang (C) by rcgub (3)

1,500 10,000 1,000 7,169 5.3 7X1O" 8.257X10 2

8,500 10.000 1]000; 6,1 ! 9 !.29X!0[ 1.954X101

13,000 10,000 1,000 2,404 4 55XI0" 6.997X10"

1,500 23,000 1,000 954 5.437Xl0 2
1 8.361X10I

8,500 23,000 1,000 17,330 1.968X10 2
' 3.026X10'

13,000 23,000 1,000 10,506 4.713X10u 7.247X10 3

8,500 34,000 1,000 22,920 5.971XI0" 8.913X10 4

13,000 34,000 1,000 13,470 3.756X]025 5.776XI0 4
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This information is very important when compared to the magnitudes of energy loss

for each of the transport processes. In order to facilitate direct comparisons, the

following table of energy loss for each of the transport processes at various initial

conditions was produced.

Table 4.13 Transport energy loss at 1,000 atm (* 4500 m/sec for convection)= "~ " 36-10 -

Initial velocity Inlet stagnation Mass flow Rosseland Planck energy Conduction Convection

(nm/see) temperature (kg/sec) energy loss (J) loss (J) energy loss (J) energy loss

(K) (J)

1,500 10,000 2.56 6.856x10 4  7-319,10' 6.74xl04  3.65x104

1,500 23,000 1.12 i.587x10' 6.171x107 2.339x10' 6.679x10'

1,500 34.000 0.63 6.780x.10 4  
o1.1d0' X T- r%.- . .C

5500* 10,000 7.26 1.410x10 4  5.665x10' 1.649xl0" 1.837x10 4

8,500 23,000 4.83 1.770x10' 6.914xi0 6  3.682x10' 3.0Ixl04

8,500 34,000 2.72 8.041x102 1.257x!0' 4.614x104  2.89xlO'
li I I --__

Noe that the energy liberated by recombination plays little part in the flow

characteristics and heat transfer at low initial temperatures. However, as the static

temperature exceeds approximately 15,000K, the energy from recombination approaches

that of the energy lost through the transport processes. This is especially apparent at

higher velocities since the transport processes are limited by the duration of time the fluid

remains in the barrel. Note further that between 2 eV and 3 ,cV, the energy liberated is of
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equal or greater magnitude than that from all the transport processes combined. From

previous discussions, Planck radiation is not considered.

What this shows is that as the temperature increases into the 2 eV to 3 eV range,

energy is made available for projectile motion by recombination of the free electrons with

ionized atomic hydrogen. This is a significant finding, and provides strong support for

the use of high temperature plasmas as working fluids for the purpose of projectile

motion. Tnble 4.14 illustrates the hydrogen specific, internal energy as well as the degree

of ionization and dissociation. From this data, it is obvious that for hydrogen, ionization

energy makes up a significant portion of the internal energy at 2 to 3 eV, and contributes

to the working fluid's ability to provide for projectile motion. This effect is negligible for

lower inlet stagnation temperatures, at 1,000 atmospheres. Dissociation energy is made

available to the working fluid only during the recombination of atomic hydrogen into

molecular hydrogen, but only at temperatures below 10,000K. At higher inlet

temperatures, the recombination was fourd to be negligible, and hence added little to the

working fluid internal energy.

Table 4.14 Hydrogen internal energy data (8,500 m/sec, 1,000 atm)

inletgag tw in'mlet sic(J/Kg) e.xit sic(J/I(Kg) inlet statiuc it stac inlct degree of exit dcgrc of i t degrec :cat dgree

(K) L (K) cItp (K) ionazaaon ionizamon f disa ofdinoc

10,000 4.41X10' 2.926xl0' 7,451 6,11 3.659xl' 1.857x14 0.71  0.39

23,0 5.43x107 1i078x10' 20,45C 17,33C .1351 .0872 fihil fIll

34,01 4.63x10 7 9.54x10 7 31,450 22,921 .5263T 172 fulli full.



CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF MACH2 COMPUTATIONS

Several full model computations were conducted with the MACH2 code, first

isolating each process for verification of proper operating conditions, and then running

full model simulations with all effects on simultaneously. It should be noted that these

computations were performed with argon due to the limitatinns fiacerd in gtting hydg•en,

properties properly coded into the program. Nevertheless, the previous ground work and

results are applicable for trend analysis and can provide methods for verifying the results

obtained firom MACH2.

The computations completed used a calculation mesh of 10 icells (x direction) and 10
" S_ 1 .,y J i " ' - . i

jCel• k dirm-tion) with inlet conditions of stagnation temperature ranging from 10,000K

to 24,000K, static densities from 1.858 kg/m3 to 43.163 kg/m3, and velocities of Mach .5

and 3.5. These inlet Mach numbers were chosen based on the theoretical length analysis

in chapter 3 to prtilude chc,,ked flow conditions within the barrel region. The

computations were conducted with both Planck and Rosseland radiation parameters and

included the effects of viscosity, conduction, and chemical reactions.
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MACH2 generates data in two main ways, numerical data and plots, both of which

were used for this analysis. A sample set of data is included in appendix L. Two cases

are presented, both using Planck radiation with inlet Mach numbers of 3.5, one at

10,000K and the other at 23,000K. Table 5. 1 presents a small portion of the overall data

generated for five separate cases.

Table 5.1 Full model results for MACH2 computations (average)

Rad Model Inlet stag temnp Inlet Mach # Stag Enthalpy Ratio of stag # diametcrs for Exit Mach #

(K) change pressures developed flow

Planck 10,000 5.0x10' -i.818xl0 6  1.73 5.04xl0' 3.38x10"

Rosseland 23,000 3.5 +3.681x105 0.57 5.loxl0 2.60x10"

Planck 23,000 3.5 +1.652x10]' 0.78 S.10×10' 3.09xi0"'

Planck 10,000 3.5 -4.772x10' 1.01 3 67x10" 2.92x10'

Rossland 10,000 3.5 -4.435x10 6  0.83 3.67x10-' 2.54x10-'

For computations at inlet stagnation temperatures of 10,000K, the flow develops a low

temperature region near the wall with the lowest velocity in thi reeion a we!!. ThJis

increases gradually for both quantities towards the axis, leaving the density at the highest

values near the wall. The flow field demonstrates small scale velocity magnitudes

directed slightly towards the wvall with a fan wave expansion at the exit. The flow shows

that boundary layers grow rapidly to fully developed flow within. 504 diameters of the

barrel inlet. Figure 5.1 illustrates this data. Note that the proportion indicated is

misleading. The barrel is 1.0 meters long and has radius .015 meters from the center line.
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p A

Density Contours Temperature Contours Velocity Contours

-=8.5E+01 A--9.OE+4O -=5.3E-01 A=5.6E-01 MAX--8.950Eý'02
B--9.5E+0I C=I.OE-02 B'-5.8E-OI C-6. IE-OI
D'-1.iE+02 E=1.IE+02 D-6.4E-O1 E=6.8E-01

.-1.2E+02 +-7.IE-01

T = 9.89j5E-3 sm Cyclel 1,000 Inlet stagnation temp 10,000K Mach# = .5

Figure 5.1 Full model computations

It is interesting to note that density is largest near the wall and barrel exit, suggesting

that the effective tube radius is reduced in the flow direction due to density variations.

This is supported by velocity data showing highest velocity near the axis and trailing off

gradually to within 2 cells of the wall, then a rapid velocity decrease occurs. According

to data fr-om the Math2 runs, axis velocities of 5.044x10 2'm/sec decreasing to 4.263x10 2

rm/sec within 2 cells of the wall are prese:t, with a sudden drop to 2.006xlI? n/sec at the

wall interface.
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Due to the low inlet flow speed, sound wave transit times are three times greater, on

average, than the working fluid transit time down the length of the barrel. This explains

the near uniform pressure contours throughout the barrel region, and suggests that the

flow has plenty of time to communicate changing conditions throufhout the flow. This

holds true for the barrel length as well as from the tube walls to the tube axis.

Viscous dissipation was found to not be a strong factor in this flow due to the low

inlet velocities, as well as the low inlet temperature. Chemical recombination of the

working fluid appears to play no significant role in this operation regime as well. Finally,

as predicted by the trends discussed in chapter 4, there is a stagnation pressure increase at

the exit, and the Mach number drops. This indicates a direct correspondence io the one

dimer, sional model developed in chapter 3. (see table 5.1 for data)

As the Mach number at the inlet increases to 3.5 with the same inlet stagnation

temperature of 10,000K, the situation changes markedly. There is a high temperature

region created near the barrel walls over the entire length. In this region, velocity is at the

lowest value and density is also at the lowest value. This is in direct contrast to the

subsonic results previously discussed. A region of high density (6.8 kg/m3 verses 1.3

kg/mrn) persists near the tube axis. Vorticity is initially widespread throughout the interior

of the barrel, but by 10,895 cycles, it is no longer a factor, suggesting that the flow has

become fully developed. This is clearly seen in the plots located in appendix L.

Considering the two radiation models employed in the calculations, Planck radiation

results in a higher enthalpy loss than the Rosseland modcl, suggesting that the flow may

be absorption dominated, much the same way that the hydrogen working fluid was found
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to be. The change in enthalpy is much higher for both models at this higher inlet velocity.

The flow shows an average exit Mach number of 2.54 for the Rosseland case and 2.92

for the Planck case. This demonstrates that the choice of Mach 3.5 was an effective

measure in avoiding choked flow. However, the Mach number decreases are not as

severe as predicted, mainly due to viscous dissipation in the working fluid near the walls.

Since the fluid is supersonic throughout the barrel, the pressure waves cannot keep

up with the flow, and non-uniform pressure variations were demonstrated. This effect

was present in the axial direction, but was not severe in the radial direction due to the

small tube radius and relatively short wave transition time in the radial direction.

At inlet conditions of Mach 3.5 and stagnation temperature of 23,000K, the effects

noted for the supersonic flow at the lower temperature are present, but show much higher

magnitudes. The temperature band near the wall has higher temperatures and is thinner

than that demonstrated at 10,000K. Boundary layer growth is very rapid (less than

8.95x10' sec) in the flow direction.

The supersonic flows do not show the density region near the exit acting to reduce the

tube radius as demonstrated for subsonic flow. In all cases the temperature, density, and

pressure approach towards steady state values as time progresses, and rapid turbulent

boundary layer development resulted in fully developed flow within one diameter into the

barrel region. Once this occurred, the velocity profile did approach a uniform distribution

with strong changes near the wall. This is also in accord to general trends predicted by

the one dimensional models in chapter 3 ard analyzed in chapter 4.
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For argon, the degree of ionization is very low (<< 1%) for most regimes studied, due

mainly to the high inlet stagnation pressure of 1,000 atmospheres, and the high ionization

energy for argon. However, at 2 eV and inlet Mach number of 0.5, argon is 30.86%

ionized, and this energy may be recovered for projectile motion. Considering table 5.2,

except for the high temperature, low inlet velocity case, there is a low degree of

ionization, making recombination energy negligible, . The argon is apparently a weakly

ionized plasma at 1,000 atmospheres at temperatures below 2 eV and at high velocities.

Table 5.2 Argon internal energy data (1,000 atm)
m nu -

inlet Mach 9 iet inlet sic exit sic static inlkt statc exit inlet deg of exit deg of type rad
t" (K) (J/Kg) (J/Kg) temp (K) temp (K) ionzzaiton i" za"

3.5 10,000 8.901x10' 1.138x10 6  1,964.73 2,756-19 «1% <<<% Planck

3.5 10,000 8.9OiX10W 1.373x10 6  1,961.25 3,509.35 <<I% <<1% ROSS

3.5 23,000 1.694xI0' 2.105X10' 4,502.74 6,12628 <<1% <<1% Ross

0.5 10,000 3.152x10 6 2.115x!0' 9,186.52 6,136.72 1% <<1% Planck

3.5 23,000 1.684x10' 1.885x10 4,502.74 5,146.82 <<10/ <<1% Planck

0.5 23,000 2.146x10' 2.155x10' 21,237.15 6,013.71: 30.86% <-'1% Planck

It is apparent that the MACH2 program is an important tool in the study of ELGG

barrel regions and shows results following the general trends of simpler models. The

development of high temperature bands near the walls is not predicted by the models

developed in chapter 3, which is a consequence of the more sophisticated techniques

employed in the programming of MACH2.



CHAPTEP VI

CONCLUSION

This thesis has considered the thurmal characteristics and heat transfer within an

ELGG barrel section. The ELGG examined consisted of a 1.0 meter barrel with .03

meter diameter separated from an arc chamber or convergent-divergent expansion nozzle

by a diaphragm designed to burst at a specific pressure. The regimes of operation studied

were inlet stagnation temperatures from 8,000K to 34,000K, inlet stagnation pressures

from 850 atmospheres to 1,150 atmospheres, and inlet velocities from 500 m/sec to

16,0G0 m/sec. These operating parameters are far in excess of those encountered in

typical artillery applications, and this thesis represents the first in-depth discussion

desirmnt'd tn pcifi-ally adrlrdraec tha % t ... e... mcc .-..•is wil-jl an E1 £LG'- 3• bfreI

section for these conditions.

The heat loss processes discussed were thermal conduction from the working fluid to

the surrounding barrel walls, forced convection within the fluid due to the highly

energetic working fluid plasma enterin8 the barrel, ,and both Planck and Rosseland

radiation losses from the working fluid to the barrel walls. Viscous effects were also

considered, as was the chemical recombination effects at high flow temperatures,
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pressures and velocities. In order to study these processes, severai one dimensional,

steady state models were constructed with the assumption of a calorically perfect working

fluid.

Hydrogen gas was selected as the working fluid for the ELGG due to the high natural

sound speed and low molecular weight of2.016x10 3 kg/kniol Additionally, hydrogen

has a high ionization potential which was presumed prior to the beginning of this thesis to

aid in the energy transferred to the projectile by allowing the fluid to travel farther down

the barrel before losing energy due to transport processes.

This assumption was proven to be correct when inlet stagnation temperatures

exceeded 20,000K and at velocities greater than 8,500 in/sec when 1,000 atmospheres

___1LL114,rýV1JIiS !W4S -d'.'• •ised as the stgnt,,,,•i,-,n inltp,1 sr A~x . . ..... .tio1:,•: _ -!s ... .n~, " , u

energy liberated by the recombination of the electrons and the ionized hydrogen atoms

could offset or even exceed, in some circumstances, the losses due to conduction,

convection and radiation. The working fluid was found to be ioized to as much as 50

percent at inlet stagnation conditions of 30,000K and 1,000 atmospheres.

The possibilities of non-equilibrium of the working fluid were detailed, and it was

found that due to the high densities associated with the inlet conditions mentioned

previously, as well as the fast relaxation rate., the working fluid was able to reach

equilibrium conditions throughout the barrel region. Frozen flow losses were shown to

be negligible as well.

The determination was made that the working fluid remains absorption dominated

throughout the barrel region, suggesting that the Rosseland diffusioa model accurately
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predicts the radiation losses as opposed to the Planck methodology. This finding showed

that only when temperatures drop to approximately I eV does Planck radiation begin to

be applicable, but at this point, the radiation losses became insignificant.

Three distinct regions of operation within the ELGG barTel section were determined

where various transport processes dominated. In the region of operation with inlet

conditions of 1,000 atmospheres and temperatures up to I eV, conduction dominated the

system, with radiation limited to a short duration due to the rapidly dropping temperature

of the flow. Convection tended to play a significant role in this region only at higher inlet

velocities.

The second region of operation extended from I eV to 2 eV, and calculations

ue•,oi-nstrated that alt three transport processes are of neariy equal majg-itude in this

domain. Radiation is able to play a more significant role due to the dependence on T',

but it still tended to drop in importance as the flow progressed, whereas conduction and

convection remained significant throughout the barrel.

In the third region, radiation dominates, with conduction contributing a significant

amount of heat loss as well. Convection remains at an order of magnitude less that

conduction and radiation in this region. It was determined that conduction is the

consistcnt heat loss mechanism throughout all three regions, while convection tends to

have the largest effects at higher velocities.

Viscous effects were determined to be present at all phases of the flow through the

barrel, and the main effect was to cause choking of the flow. However, development of a

theoretical length model which is designed to identify operation regions which prevent
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choking of the flow was developed. It was determined that the conditions for choking

the flow were determined by the friction factor, the ratio of specific heats of the working

fluid, the inlet Mach number, and the length of the barrel itself.

The applicability of the computer code MACH2 was tested for use with ELGG barrel

sections, and data obtained from MACH2 was analyzed with trends and data developed

in this thesis. Due to limitations in the coding of M/.CH2, hydrogen data was

unavailable, and argon was used as the working fluid. Despite this difficulty, trends

determined in the hydrogen models and analysis provided important guidelines in the

understanding of the calculations produced by MACH2.

The results of MACH2 computations show that at supersonic flow conditions within

the ELGG barrel, a band of high temperature forms near the walls, suggesting that

viscous effects produce heating of the fluid, and this effect is seen in the decrease in

enthalpy loss at the exit. Subsonic regions showed a region of high density forming at the

wall/exit interface, which tended to actually reduce the exit area of the flow, and in effect,

acted as a sort of nozzle. Velocity data produced in each of the computational runs was
able to verifv thk effrt. Superso.nic flows, hoee,,r, ad, n,-t sowh th;i r.e,,ion.fhhn

density, mainly due to the high temperature band along the walls.

All flows, however, were shown to develop small scale directed flow from the axis to

the walls, and a fan type expansion at the wall/exit interface. The strength of this directed

flow was determined to be directly dependent on the inlet Mach number and stagnation

temperature. Additionally, flow temperature, pressure, and density tended towards some

steady state condition as time and computational cycles progressed.
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MACH2 proved to be a useful, if complicated, tool in the study of the ELGG thermal

characteristics, and provided insights into actual system operation which would otherwise

be prohibitively difficult, if not impossible. The ability to study transport processes either

separately or simultaneously is an important parn of the code, and aids greatly to its

flexibility-

Comparing the results from both hydrogen and argon chemical reactions (tables 4.14

and 5.2), it became apparent that argon makes a poor choice for a propellant in an

ELGG. Hydrogen at temperatures from 2 to 3 eV is able to provide significant energy to

the working Aruid in the recombination process of free electrons and ionized atomic

hydrogen. This liberated energy is thus available for the process of projectile motion, and

allows the energy to be "transported" through the barrel without being lost as conductflion

or radiation energy. The high ionization potential of argon compared to hydrogen

(15.81 eV to 13.527 eV), combined with the high pressures in the ELGG, prevents this

from occurring except at inlet temperatures in excess of 2 eV and low Mach numbers.

The results of this thesis show that the ELGG is a plausible idea which can take

A .a..age of,,- I. .,gh energy plasnas f-i the purpose of projectiie motion. The

determination of regimes of transport dominance is essential to the future production of

ELGG devices, as is the finding that chemical recombination can be an effective way to

minimize transport losses at high temperatures using hydrogen as the working fluid.

Finally, by carefully tailoring the inlet flow conditions, supersonic flow can be maintained

throughout the barrel region, significantly enhancing the possibilities of very high speed

projectile motion.



APPENDIX A

Degree of Hydrogen Ionization Calculations

These calculations wwere perfon.,ed with the use of MATHCAD 4.0. The

methodology utilizes the Saha equation with hydrogen temperatures from 1,000K to

35,000K and pressures of 100, 1,000, and 10,000 atmospheres. Also included in this

appendix is a graph showing the ionization potential lowering as a function of

temperature.

(Tis appendix is referenced by chapter 3.1, page 23 and chapter 4.1, page 65)
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Calculation of Deuree of Ionization for Hydrogen (Sat
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APPENDIX B

SESAME Plots

This information is obtained from the Los Alamos New Opacity Library and

SESAME Opacity Data.

(This appendix is utilized for chapter 3.7, page 52 and chapter 4.5, page 89
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APPENDIX C

Opacity and Blackbody Radiation Plots

These plots were created with MATHCAD 4.0 using data provided by N. L. Krascella

and R. W. Patch. Other Plots courtesy of NASA-Langley.

(This appendix is referenced by chapter 3.7, page 52, and chapter 4.5, page 89)
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APPENDIX D

Hydrogen Composition and Data

Hydrogen species composition and number density plots. Plots are for hydrogen

number densities at pressures of 10 to 1,000 atmospheres and temperatures from 300K to

40,000K. Species included are I-Hz, I-H, H, H', e-, H, IH•, N', and IF. Data obtained

from Patch7' and INSPI.
(This appendix is referenced by chapter 2.2, page 17, chapter 3.1, page 23,

chapter 4.1, page 65, chapter 4.6, page 93 and chapter 6, page 113)
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APPENDIX E

Rosseland Diffusion Approximation Calculations

These calculations are performed on MATHCAD 4.0. Data is for hydrogen gas at 10,

100, 500, and 1,000 atmospheres and temperatures from 1,000K to 10,000K. Graphs wre

comparisons with Rosseland results and Blackbody radiative flux predictions.

(This appendix is referenced in chapter 3.7, page 52)
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Calculation of tbe Radiative beat transfer using Rosselaud Diffusion
Approximation at 10(X) attoiaspheres. Data for IRo3seland opacities is from
Krascei"a and Patch

k -0,1..6 i -0,1.. 10 1 :0,1..9

From Patch: "r• KBk- TE is the tWp ail which KB it e

1667 D.1316 10-' Romcland•opity is cacuhlatL
2779 ).71631006
3989

55-6 ).1471 10
7222 .2371 10"'

,89 "-'.3011 100

.1313 100"

[3176 100"

Define:

sigma 5 5.67.10 0 The Steffan-Boltzmann constant
D = 0.01 1.0. i "is is the distance along the X-a.,id

DT 900 This is the assurned linear temperature gradient

Dvi•tA = -D nt This is the increment along the X-axis

,r - i tvin. frN-r n', 1T1,; - ,,-

Intexpolaze from gnven data thOe Rosseland opacity at specified temperature.

cL l1int~il NTF-,KBTI) ax aR .LR0 I

Calculate the radiative heat transfer using proccedure in Vincienti & Kruger.

16-.si,En.() T",QR ----. .1--' 1lt000
3-. too Dc /

SS'gmat,'Fflus ¢alculatc.,e the value of the blackbodv radiation
fl lw nt .nhhrn,*nIn TCnfnn thin Svh0. .. . ......

.. .........-

1 "10 1 -

QRt " 1

1" 10.

.I.I~ I~ _ _ _ _

' 1. 01

D

"e Rosscland diffusion data
R... lackbody t Q•Rl'ationi

Radilalivc fieal T'ram•'fer to a wall at WO!• atmosphices•. QR is in unu s of
Watwi'nl;. t is W3,aMtW.nle" and 1) is the distance in rniil~ihimrs
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Figure E. 1 Radiative heat transfer to wall at 100 atmospheres. QR is in units

of Watts/meter-2, G is in Watts/meter'2 , and D is in millimeters.
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Figure E.2 Radiative heat transfer to wall at 500 atmospheres, QR is in units

of Watts/meter', G is in Watts/metei', and D is in millimeters.
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Figure E.2 Radiative heat transfer to wall at 500 atmospheres QR is in units

of Wats/meter2, G is in Watts'meter2, and D is in millimeters.



APPENDIX F

Calculation results for conduction model

This data is produced with Mathcad 4.0. This appendix contains one sample case data

and computed tabular data.

Variables used:

Molwt - molecular weight R - gas constant

y - ratio of specific heats k - thermal conducivity

Mu - viscosity ITo 1 - inlet stagnation temp

[Pol - inlet stagnation press VI - inlet velocity

Ipo 1 - inlet stagnation density Aso - stagnation sound speed

al - inlet sound speed M1 - inlet Mach number

TI - inlet static temp P1 - inlet static press

time - tranisit time mass - mass of working fluid

p1I - initial density q - heat transfer per unit mass

PO1PI - ratio of press TO1TI - ratio of temps

Red - Reynolds number Le - Laminar entrance length

hNO - inlet enthalpy

(variables with a 2 in them indicate exit conditions)

(this appendix is referenced by chapter 3.5, page 37, chapter 3.6, page 39, chapter 4.2,

page 75, and chapter 4.6, page 93)
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Table F. I Mathcad conduction data

Conduction Datia

VC1 - TOCII - POCII PO2CI, PCCII M\CI Nl2C1i qlC.

1000 1oo o 1003 17.09 066 02 1.75-16'

1000 10000 1000 1005 58.04 .131 .0995 5" o
500 -1000 13 9 106

550 100 100 1032 91.is 763 64

8500 10000 10 119 9244 T Y -1'9 1583 ( 10'5

13000 10000 1000 260 8797 25

VC - TOCI N: C P02C-2 . PCC2= .IC M WI2C; q3C

500 800 I ~1 000~ 1002 34.154 .07 .02 74]-0

] i ] [ 0 1008 77789 [IF [972 3.749610

51.65 107

500 8000 100-0 1032 7.03 TT F T0--8500 8000 1000 113-7 3077 76] 8.2750
J13000] 8000 1 00 IO~ 1324 83.981 1777 116j r474,1'

VC34 TOCO POCO P02C0, PCCO, MICC4 M2CO - q3C,

500 11605 1000 !003 3.407 .001 .0112 1.89610o
3

[iiiO1 7-160-5 1000 1005 51.566 Fi-2 F1-7 7.7-10

150-0 1160-5 100-0 1008 F73527 183 148-

55D [YI~ 1000 ~n 10-32 8999 [-! -L 534210
8950-0 1160-5 100O0 1116 179-51 T1172- i52 1.653-0

13000 1605 1000 1930 8955 4 32F 1.324-

1.818.10"

VC4, TOC4i POC4, PORI.C4, PCC4i \1IC4 k \2C4, q4C,

Soo] 10000 950 852.5 2.-M7 01 .0-3 138210~
I 1000 10000~ 850 855.0 51 057 Fi73-] 0931 &9A810-

10000 8510 8576 76 198 -159-

5500 10000 850 891.7 89.623 .763 29q 6A54-10'

8500 W;5 100 850 ý7588 i1344 f Z-9 2 183-4 1.471-10-

13000 10000 850 2402 681 2.63 .-- 10

VCS. -TOCSt POC5, - PORX.25 PCC5, !vI1C51 W2CS q5C,

500 1000 1150 1153 7-87 -066 035 1.02210

(-4 51281-10
100(1) 70-05F T150- -115-5 38935 131 1014' 0
15100- 10000 T1150 F 115-8 5-78 199 169-

5T500 10000 1150- 11893 2.331 773 7657 3.4410

85i0-0 0000 115-0 1264 603 F29-2 T5- .087-10

F 000 100 11 T 50 528T 078 683t T o9. 1)8069._•1
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Table F.2 Mathcad conduction data

VC( TOC6 = POCC P02C( =PCC( = M1C6 =M2C6 q6YC
P P p p p p P

F1 50-0 30 1000 1011 40.1318 13- 0259 3125,108
8i5-001 300 Iii 1068 80.102 7-8- .55417

3000 [ 5~ 435 F31-31 F13M 202 648710
I 1 1 5501 107

VC7 = TOC7 POC7 =P02C7 PCC7 zMIC7 M2C7 - q7Cq
q q q q q q qq

8500 000 1000 1070 70.047 .629 .438 1.41
13000 4000 [00 166 76.923 1.01 -143

11126108



APPENDIX G

Calculation results for radiation models

This data was produced with Mathcad 4.0. This appendix contains sample case data

and computed tabular data for Rosseland diffusion and Planck radiation models.

Variables used:

Molwt - molecular weight R - gas constant

y - ratio of specific heats k - thermal conducivity

LVLU - ViscX'siiy 71o 1 - inlet stagnation temp

IPol - inlet stagnation press VI - inlet velocity

Ipol - inlet stagnation density Aso - stagnation sound speed

al - inlet sound speed MI - inlet Mach number

TI - inlet static temp Pl - inlet static press

time - tranisit time mass - mass of working fluid
P1 - initial density q - hep tra•nfer • r - %.It M000

PO 1PI -ratio of press TOIT I -ratio of temps

Red - Reynolds number Le - Laminar entrance length

hlO - inlet enthalpy

(variables with a 2 in them indicate exit conditions)

(This appendix is referenced by chapter 3.7, page 52, chapter 4.5, page 89 and

chapter 4.6, page 93)
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Table G. I Mathcad rosseland radiation data

Ro•sland Radiation Dati
V'RLI. TOR1. PORl.1 P02RI 1  PCRI, M MIR, M2R1 z qlR.

5(10 10000 1000 1003 1 056 .066 07 1.40310~

1000 100 1000 1006 73.11 093 7
- - 2' i-l6.983.10...•

1500 10000 1000 1009 738 .198 .159 -
550 1000 0 m 02 2.75 63 6 4.0230

9500 10000 1000 1050 .356 1.292 I 4 1.0671l07LW HH12.206.0
3000 1000 1000 10477 263 3 5.164'10. 6

"VR2 TOR2 POR-. PO2PZi PCIR MIRZ N M2R. qZR=

8 1000 1001 1.009 .073 [07 4 110.'.
100 ?0 T-0 !003 607 .147 .132 7-19-10W

11500] 8 1000 1004 .17 .221 .2055750- jo-0 TZ -1.453- 10'
100 104 1 CM j 7 145106

1000. 3.201-761_1
.1000 1016 5 1405-106

VZII

VR3. TOCRA P01•,. P021.3. PCRR.3 - IMI, NE2R3 q3R,

00 11605 1000 11137 1.012 11 .014 1.604-1o0
1000 11605 1000 1009 15.2.39 .123 .047 1331

.--- I Ij. I I.I I___.1__

-1 .316.10 1

950 om ]5 964. ;7 .2921 3796 51 80

VR4: OR4= OR. = O2F.41 = 1PCR4 : MIR4 \ .42R4 qR

-I ITOW uIS 99.64 2'.0705 9-1
Ho 0 0 WS 6i 54. 7221 11 9106

000O 10000 1850 61563 996. 26A 705-8 470

,7 075. 10W

VRI- TORS PORKS POR2RS 1  PCIU, MIRS '421.5L.R q5Ri

5500 100 00 1150 115 3 .1---- --1. 87 s 0
00 1000 50 119 7-146 763 Li129 1.25310

11 7 2683 ,697 63..

1 353-10 1
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Table G.2 Mathcad planck radiation data

Planck Radiation Data:

VPii . TOPM, POPI, - P02-P1 PCPI - NIPI- NM2PI - qlP -

500o [Im 1000 MO O u I11 .66 019 1303-1

10O 00 1000T-D 1006 54.24 131 .096 4- 1
64889-10

S 10000 0100 16 92- .763 9____.
1500~~~43 0004Y 110610 69 18 6

2500 1000 1000 1047 5-8 =,_ 7- 31 9~0

13000 10000 1000 1046 99. 3 2 36 48910

1.219.10'

VPZt : TOP•-- POP3-2 P23 = IC~ MI3:MP q2Pt :

IP~ TP' PP P02P1" PCP-- MIP21 x 12P-2

500 1000 1000 1003 8.78 .073 0216 1.034-10W
1000 00-0 100 1007 3Z463 1F47- 107- ,.0
15 0-0 8000- 1000 1010 ý0-02 [:1] [191 .] 4

T5300 800 100 1030 T3 36 866 71j6- 3400. 10'

250-0 F00-0 1000 1053 9705 1.1 .612 7.533-105
13000 20-00 1000 104 529 177- 3-83 3406

VP1, TOPs OP3I P02P3, PM,' \1P3 NLIP3I q3P,

500 11605 1000 1005 2(143 .109 .012 1.529910

1000 11605 1000 10- -0 791-9 122 [014 l 0

L500 11605 1000 1014 905 131516

5500 11605 100O0 1044 54 _7j [ 7 6 [5 10'05-10o
2500 11605 I WO 1104 926) 17' 1.497 23832

13000 1105 10 F9-3 7622 E8~ 2] 1171
r. 0:4 101

VP4, TOPN - POP4. POR2P4 - P,.P-, MIP4- - 2.P q4P, :

XII) HUOIAI 950 251.9' 25-199 -066 .03 1 061-l

H H H .277-10!I

10 10 250 25323 2707 .131 .103
1500 10000 875-0 85-5 71 75.348 194- 469

5500 10000 850 862.36 94..93 .763 7670) 3-494-It0

2500 10000 25-0 FS21407- i7217 1 29' 1406 809.10"
13000 10000 250 881.457 99.29 2683 1726 1 94.4106

_ _ _ _ -

I913-III

V5I' TOPS POPS, POR2I',P CI K lP5. %1L5. '115 qSP

Soo] 10000 110 1153 2501 .066
1000 10000 110 1156 5ý4.4284 [731 096

1 1 0000 [2 L-] 19 9867 [K]3 63 "55500 H DO 1150 N H8 K.2 7--4 2T3- 0 1
1000 T0 15 203 .9 1121) 32 -140, 9.83 IL
1 3M 0000 15o 20-2 .145 6=393,6 1r 10
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Table G.3 Mathcad rosseland radiation data

p TOkp POREp PO2Rfp - lfRp MIR6p MR6 pp

Ta 10 00 3-;8•. 125iati20 10t

VP-O0 in:O~ =•,5 • qP

I• .1.41210,

VR7 TOR- POR7p= P02P7 PCR7 = 7 M2R7 q7R
ppp p p p p p

10 P51 1000 1003 .70 106 087 8
009 1.60510

.71. 2,78 087

Table G.4 L c planck radiatioai data

V(p TOI;p ii p

p,.p

VPý~ TO--PO q

M 40 1000 3.934102W~9



APPENDIX H

Calculation results for viscous effects model

This data was produced with Mathcad 4.0. This appendix contains one sample case

data and computed tabular data.

Variables used:

Molwt - molecular weight R - gas constant

"y - ratio of specific heats k - thermal conducivity

Mu - viscosity ITo I - inlet stagnation temp

IPol - inlet stagnation press VI - inlet velocity

Ipo I - inlet stagnation density Aso - stagnation sound speed

al - inlet sound speed MI - inlet Mach number

T I - inlet static temp P 1 - inlet static press

time - tranisit time mass - mass of working fluid

pi - initial density POIP I - ratio of press

TOIT I - ratio of temps hl 0 - inlet enthalpy

Red - Reynolds number Le - Laminar entrance length

f - friction factor LeT - theoretical length

(variables with a 2 in them indicate exit conditions)

(This section is referenced by chapter 3.4, page 3 1, chapter 4.3, page 79, and

chapter 4.6, page 93)
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Table H.]I Mathcad viscous data

Viscous Data
-F~ VVý - TOVL k POV k~ P0V12I- DS Ik ThIk

003 1500 1000 1000 886 588 ý TT
.003 100 10000 1000 934.18 280.631 3.34

00 450O000 200 F7097 56-9398

003 12500 10000 1000 406.534 3710 1.03j
,003 13500 2OW 000 280.6.45 [2126
FR~ VV2k - TOV2ý P0VI P0\'3 DF2 T2

.003 1500 L01 50 !4057 45.89 7.1
00D3 3500 8O 50 794.053 Iý9-01.3.3I47
003 450 00 0 80 ii' :4043-6 [6979 1.09j
,003 12500 fr 10000 850 345.554 7103p 1.03-
.003 13500 100 50 2380 -7 5235 t1.26

FR - VV3k TOVIk POV
3
L P0 V3 Ik DSX, TR-

1500 1000 F150 ý 711'iZ5

00 250 10000 110 7' 3 1 .03-

003 2300 10000 NS A31 523 12'69

FR~ V'V4, TOVX PO
0
'
4
k PO4I DS

4
, TLX

003 1500 P 1000 8610 E±2] -8.42
003 3500 1000 IO 14.147 369.985 2.423
00!3 4500 1000 TM F68 00 5 -~65 I U6

00n3 225 100 jý] O 23 6 19 [ _ 1-379
.003 13500 0:00 1000 96.014 965 [ :6ý

003 1500 11605 2(0 990.475 39.447 14-4

o03 3500 1605 100 944382 235.863 4.379

.003 4500 1 1605 OM0 g9H 035 443.277 1.597
-003 23500 12605 O00 402539 37512 .4

I-T6 k VV(\ TO'%k= POV6. P0\61 DA6 - 1Lk

002 2 500() 20(x30 1000 6160 3.4 E55.669

002 4"500 IOD 1000 2-1587 336.574 1647

002~ 1] 0[55 1904

JFFk, VV'
7
k TOV 7

, POV7, P0\72. DS 7
, Tk

PýI -L(-) 11 51 145 2.34100J L iO (5 P6 1 R.1, .0
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Table H.2 Mathcad viscous data

FF8 z.003 TOV8 z 23000 POV82 =995.249

VV8 1500 POV8 = 1000 TL8 =94.869

FF9 =.003 TOV9 :;34000 POV92 =996.775

VV9 = 1500 POV9 "- 1000 TL9 : 144.41



APPENDIX I

Calculation results for convection model

This data was produced with Mathcad 4.0. This appendix contains one sample

case data and computed tabular data

Variables used:

Molwt - molecular weight R - gas constant

y - ratio of specific heats k - thermal conducivity

Mu - viscosity ITo I - inlet stagnation temp

[Pol - inlet stagnation press VI - inlet velocity

Ipol - inlet stagnation density Aso - stagnation sound speed

a 1 - inlet sound speed MI - inlet Mach number

T I - inlet static temp P 1 - inlet static press

time - tranisit time mass - mass of working fluid
, -€ j.I _.;;;iai densiy q - hfeat t im-nfz per unit mass

PO IPl - ratio of press TOIT I - ratio of temps

Red - Reynolds number Le - Laminar entrance length

hiO - inlet enthalpy 'r., - wall shear stress

(variables with a 2 in them indicate exit conditions)

(This appendix is referenced by chapter 3.6, page 39, chapter 4.4, page 84, and

chapter 4.6, page 93)
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Table [. 1 Mathcad convection data

Convection Data
FFClk 161 'I k TOM k =POXIk PUJX 1 2k PR-X\Ik *+Ilk

.01 1500 10000 1000 1004 343 12.139- 0
.00I3 350-0 Tc2moJ [ý99J 1 18 87.977
.003 4500 j1000 [OO i08 84 1-715 10

003 12500 10000J 1f~ [(V 17 93.727 1 81-10~
003 13500 100 94.-475jjj 8.8,12 0 0

FrC2kk-\ VXk TOX2 k: POV 2 k: POXZ2ý PRX'k q-X2L

.00! 150o 50 F53.67;31 94.689 7I

n003 3500 low0 50 5.59 7 -769 1741
.03 0500 1R0 O 73.833 652

.003 12500 T 000 A 0- 1172 36-. 6,1f

00.3 13500J T0000 i50 1286 94.-D
ý935 W0

FFC2..- 1.~. T0XJ~ P'9Xk P-XZ p XJk

003 150 I Ok0 i 0 15 5U IZ14 1;l
0 3 50 33 JU 122 11501 T- 81

X03 45001 115 i 18 9.007 7

0 .[03 5 .558 10

-!3I j•t0 1>31 0-01 15 3 05 155-1

Fl(..ý5 k TOX\5 PV.\5 PO\S2kd PIL\- q.\4

u13 1357,0-1. 9-W-0-1 I 0 10 71 13'
j( 75Y -ý)'5 01& F -
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Table 1.2 Mathcad convection data

1-TC6, VXf T0X6 PtiXp MX062P PILX qX6p

.003 F SOCl 3000 10(u) 1003 2.634 .941

.003 50 :00 1000 1057 373
.00 3 01 .3M0 .0'297 .01

flC6 mX ~ TO p X- -062 P.417 4 48 1

FF6p vfp TO6p I&p PX2p rtp qxp

0,03 000o~ 1000 3002 9.075

[1 [ 30 j I00 [10131 3.923 90N8106

7.748 106



APPENDIX J

Calculation results for barrel theoretical

length

This data was produced with Mathcad 4.0.

(This appendix is referenced by chapter 3.4, page 27, chapter 3.6, page 39, chapter

4.3, page 79, chapter 4.6, page 93, and chapter 5, page 107)
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Calculation of Thoretical Length of ELGG Barrel based on friction

Gas data for Hydrogen: Tube data:
y :" 1.4 1 d =-.0 3 L = 1.0

To construct th~e graph. I will calculate the friction in the barrel for Mach
numbers ranging from M =.5 to M= 8 in steps of.05.

MACH .=.5 i .= 0, 1.. 50 Mi MACH + i .05

Frict 1 - (MACH ý i.05)' y ,+ I[ (y . 1)-(MACH i.05)2

y-(MACH - i.05)2 2"- -. 2 - (y- I).(MACH _ j.05)21

Calculate the theoretical length for vziious friction factors from .001 to .005
in steps sizes of.00C5:

Fuict. d Frict.d
Lmnix1. LnwxS. -

4.0-(.001) ' 4.0(.003)

Frict.-, Frit d
Linax2 = Lma.xv -

4.0-(.0015) ' 4.0 k.0Q35 )

Frict.d _____'d
Lma.-3. --= _ ltnx. I

4.0 (.002) 4.0(004)

Frict. d Frictd
L 4.04 - 2 Lma 4.0(,S4.0 (.0025) 4.0 (.0045)
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Figure J. I Theoretical length caicutuions with y 1. 31 (hydrogen)
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Fisur: 3. 2 Theoretical length calculations with y 1.41 (hydrogen)
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Table J. I Theoretical length calculations from M~athcad

M Linlx] Lna.' Lmiaxý Linax-, Lrnax5 Lrnax6 Lniax7 Lrna~x? Lnwiax9

0.5 7.947 5.298 3.973 3 179 2.649 2.271 1.987 1.766 1.589

0.551 5.411 3.607 1.70 5 2 4 1.804 1.546 1 3.;5 T .202 1.58.
0.6 3.647 2.431 1.823 1.459 1.216 1.042 0.912 U.81 0.729

0.65 Y4 11 -1.60-7 1.2-06 0.964 0.804 0.689 0.603 0.536 0.48
0.7 T.5-46 -1.03- 0.7 0.61d 0.515 0.442 0 -36 0343 0.30

0.75 0.945 0.63 0.473 0.378 0.315 027 0.236 0.21 0.189
0.8 0-537 0.358 0-268 0.215 0.1719 0.153 o13.13 0.119 0.107

0.85 0.27 0.18 0.1-35 0.1-08 0.09 0.0-77, 0.0-67 0.06 0.054
0.9 0.108 0.071. 0.054 0.043 0.036 0.031 0.027, 0.024 0.02

0 95 0.024 0.016 0.012 0.01 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.005 0.005
1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.05 0.02 0.013 0.01 0.008 0.007 0.06 0005 0.004 0.004
1., 0.074 0.049 0.037 0.029 0.025 0.021 0.018 0.016 0.015

1.15 0.152 0.101 0.076 0.061 0.051 00-13 0.038 0.034 0.03
-1.2 0.249 0.166 0.1-25 70.71 0.083 0. 0-7!1 0.6 2 -0.055 0.05

1.25 0.36 0.24 0.18 0.144 0.12 0.103 0.09 0.08 0.072
1.3 0.48 0.322 0.24 0. 192 0.16 0. 1377 0.12 0.107 0.096

1.35 0.607 0405 0.304 0243 0202 0.173 0 1521 0.135 0.121
1.4 0 03 0492 036-9F 0.295 0.246 0.211 0.185 0 164 0.148

1.45 0S87-2 0 581 0.436 0.349 02191 0.24 0. 218 0.1-94 0.174

1.5 1.007 0671 0.503 0.40)3 0.336 0.288 ý0.252 0.1224 0.201
F1. 55 1.14 T1 0.761 0.5 71 0.4571 0.39 0. 3-26 0.285 .0. :2554 3.2'a

1.6 1.275 0.85 0.637 0.51 0.425 0.364 0.319 1 0.283 0.'55
1.65 T.407 0938 0.703 0.563 0.469 90.402 0.3512 0313 0281
1.7 1.537 1L. 0d2-4 0.768 0615 0.512 0.439 0.38-4 0.341 0307
1.75 1.664 1.101) 0832 0 666 0.5-55 0.475 0).416 0.37 0.333

1.8 1.788 7. 19 2 0.894 0.7-15 05-96 0.511 0.447 0.397 0.358
1.85 1.909 1.273 0.955 0.764 0.636 0.546 0.477 0.4241 0.38.2
1.9 2.0 27 1 351 1.014 0.811 0 676 0.579 0.507 0.45 0.405

1.95 2.1421 1.428 1.071 087 0.714 0.612 0 '35 0.4276 0.428
-2 2.253 -1.502 1.1127 0901 0.751 0.644 0.563 0 501 0451

2.0 2361 1.74 1.8 .44 0.7871 0.675 0.59 0.525 0.472
2.1 2.4.661 1.64-4 1.233 096 0.922 0.70.4 0616 0.549 0.493

2.2 2.665 1.776 ý1.3321 1-6 0.888 0.761 0.6661 0.)592 0.533

2.25 20.7597 1.84 1.38 [1.10 0.92 0.-788 9 069 1)61 0.552
2.3 2.851 1.901 1.-1251 1.1j (195 041)5 0713 0.634 057
23-5 29-39 1.96 1.47 1 17)-98 0.8 0.7315 0.653 0.8
2.4 3.025 2.017 1.-51 1. 1 .10 .6 .5 )7 6)

2.45 31 7 .02 1.554 1 .2431 1.036 0.888, 0.77,1 0.691 0.621
2.5 3.1-87 -2.1:25 M.94 1-175 1.062 0.911 0.797 0.708 0.637

2. 55 3.264 -.176 1.632 1.306 1.088 0.933 0.816 0.725 0.653
2.6 3.338 2.226 1.669 1.335 1.-113 0.954 0.835 0.742 0.668

2.65 3.41 2.274, 1.7n5 1.364 1.137 0.974 0.853 o)758 0.682
27 348 2.32 .74 1.392 1.16 0t.'.3 0897 0.773 0. 696

2775 3.547 2.364 1.773 1.419 1.182 1.1 087 .88 (7

2.8 3.611 2.408 1.806 1.445 120 1.3 09 (10 172
2.85 3.674 2.449 137 1.469 12.225 1.05 0.918 0816 0 7315
2.9 3.7.34 24-81) 1 6 .41A 1.245 1IO 06 7 0934 0X3 107471

2.95 3 792 2.528 196 151J7 1 .. 64 1.0184 094 U 843 ( 5



APPENDIX K

MACH2 Test Results

Note: the plots shown illustrate the ELGG barrel section with a length of 1.0 meter,

and a width measured from the axis center line to the wall, a distance of .015 meter. The

proportions of the plots make it appear that the radius is nearly the same size as the

length, which is not true. These plots are for illustration purposes only, and are not

drawn to scale. The flow enters from the right and exits to the left of the plots shown.

(This appendix is referenced by chapter 3.8, page 63)
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MACH2 test im2

an - 209.4. Uktc(3.1 iu wminalr.
tWn - 50.0"-. guig - Q.G847. hydc(3.) - llowmnt.,

*ccf 100000, taaog bwnr vebc(3.1) *'svr-fm..
42-1.004. meog 100.0 vftw(3.1) 3000.0.
dimax . 9.0.4. posAW - 3.66*.-b. tftow(3I) - 0.0ss5
kans - . &ftwwi - 87.4. mflue%3.1) - .28,

pidbIc(4,1) *fUn~t
OOMn OVAL.. 3ezose ftwafl(4.1)* a'

P0S991) 2 00.
hydron' blie-. pswxl)uw 0.0. Sowpw
Wum-nx 2.0O. poevxz) s.15..-3 iuy a "diw.2.
Wei" -ý0.25. poswy(2) - 0.0. f)C,= - 50.
AM0 100. po~fl3) a 15.0&3. U1CyCQ aSO.
"n0 1.0&.4. powdyf3 u 1.0. pibal. *a "
WftSsfv a0.0. PWu"4) a 0.0. PfTugan= 0.1,
Mwob~flhlO.8. Pam"l) a 1.0. Sbv a 1.00-4.
rul-u3.094.. tmm-1. Owuwys1o.

angut1.1 - 4.3.241 Saw ivtnc -2.f .

I Ogragfc w-170. jnaiftl.
I denykldi 10, Slamst p10(o) I 1w

-MGM) - BARREL'. p60(4) - ion'.
VWM -bum. Sam-$ a 0.0, 001(14) -WW

%Wo- 1.0.a.3,om .0.0. Umo
UM -LtO4, rgm ag0.
faun=- 10lo. sir-aC

minfloa Ufats@,. I Blockt I

i=Wl) 48.

mulgd .a AMR- r0(i) a 25.
£molmax.100. #1~) a0L.0

I sgoaxwO0.75. 'l) -0.0..
imrply z 3. tomv4*1) - 0.0345.

I vcyarnx -i, gdW(1)uaO.0.
mwbme(1) - 'at-nuV.

radiat-Jfame..
dino - fals.. gndbc1.1) - 'nornaulgt
balf? - .tmae. hydbdl.1) - Tlowamiu.
magon * fase.. prOt~1.1) * wntmAV.
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Sezvhy fyabcg1) * war.

aonodlg * laiar, vultA1) a 'no OWip
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T - I.00OE-00
Cyclc = I
Calculation Mesh
I st X = O.OOE+O0
X INC - 2.00E-O3
I st Y - O.OOE+O0
Y INC = 2.OOE-Ol

Figure K. I MACH2 Calculation mesh Cycle I (L= I.Om r=.0 I 5m)

T = 1.O00E-00
Cycle = I
Velucity
MAX = 3.000E+03

Figure K.2 MACH2 Velocity calculation Cycle I (L=- .Om r-.0 I5m)

T = L.OOOE-00
Cycle = I U

Density
- = 28E-01 A=2.8E-01
B=2.SE-OI C=2.SE-01
D=2.8E-01 E=2.8E-OI
+=2.8E-0 I

Figure K.3 MACH2 Density calculation Cycle I (L=I.On r--.015m)

T = 1.O00E-00
Cycle = I
Temperature
-- 3.53E-02 A:3.5E-02
B=3.SE-02 C=3.5E-02
D=3.5E-02 E=3.SE-02
+=3.5E-02

Figure K.4 MACH2 Temperature calculation Cycle I (L=l.Om r=.015m)



T - 1.0OOE-00 173
Cyclk - I
Pressure
-=2.3E+i04 A=2.3E+04
B=2.3E+04 C=2.3E404
D=2.3E-s-04 E=2.3E+04
+=2.3E+04

Figure K.5 MACH2 Pressure calculation Cycle 1 (L=l .Om r-.01 5m)

T = 4.495E-04
Cycle = - 0
Velocity

MAX = 3.000E+03

S -=. -'- - -" - -

Figure K-6 MACH2 Velocity calculation Cycle 5000 (L= I.Om r.O I Sm)

T = 4.495E-04
Cycle = 5000

-=2.5E-0l A=3.2E-O1

B=4.OE-01 C=S.1E-OI
D=6..-'E-01 E=8.IE-01

+=1.OE+O0

Figure K.7 MACH2 Density calculation Cycle 5000 (L=l.0m r=.O15m)

T = 4.495E-04

Cycle - 5000 U U

Temperature
-=3.4E-02 A-4.IE-02
B=4.9E-02 C=5.9E-02
D=7. IE-02 E=8.6E-02
+= FpyE-O m

Figure K.8 MACH.2 Temperature calculation Cycle 5000 (L--I.0rn r-=.015m)



T- I .OOOE-X) 74
Cycle 5000si 4.4
Pressure
-=2.3E3+04 A=3.4E+04
B3=5.01--+04 C=7.413-I04
D=1.IE+05 E=1.6E-+05
+=2.4E+05

L III * IM K q

Figure K.9 MAC H2 Pressure calculation Cycle 5000 (L I .Om r--.01I m)

T = 2.98913-03
Cycle =332 10
Densitty
-=2.813-01 A=2.8E-O1

B=2 31.01 C=2.8E-0l
D=2.8E-O I E=2.8E-O I
+=2-8E3-01I

Figure K.10 MACH2 Density calculation Cycle 33'210 (L=l.0m r--.015m)

T = 2.898E-03
Cycle =33210
Temperature
-=3.5E3-02 A=3.5E-02
B=3.5E-02 C=3.5E-02
D=3.5E-02 E=3.5E-02
i-=3.5E-02

Figure K.11 I MACH2 Temperature calculation Cycle 33)210 (L1I.Om r--.015m)

T = 2L.898E-03
Cycle =332 10
Pressure
-=2.3E3+04 A=2-3E+04
B=2.3E+04 C=2.3E+04
D=2.313+04 E=2.3E-404
+=2.3E+04

Figure K. 12 MIACH2 Pressure calculation Cycle 33210 (L=I-Om r--015m)
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APPENDIX L

MACH2 calculation results and charts

This appendix contains sample runs for two cases utilizing th"ý full effects, with Planck

radiation. The im2 used for each case precedes the plots which were produced. The first

case is for inlet conditions of stagnation temperature 10,000K, stagnation pressure of

1,000 atmospheres, and inlet Mach number of 3.5. The second case is for inlet stagnation

temperature of 23,000K, stagnation pressure of 1,000 atmospheres, and inlet Mach

number of 3.5.

Note: the plots shown illustrate the ELGG barrel section with a length of 1.0 meter,

and P. width measured from the axis center line to the wall, a distance of .015 meter. The

proportions of the plots make it appear that the radii is is nearly the same size as the

length, which is not true. These plots are for illustration purposes only, and are not

drawn to scale. The flow enters from the right and exits to the left of the plots shown.

Figure L. I shows the calculation mesh and dimensions, and is representative for both

cases

(This appendix is referenced by chapter 5, page 107 and chapter 6, page 113)
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MACH2 imZ for full model using planck radiation

Inlet conditions:
To =10,000OK

V= 2,889 rn/sec:

P =4.273 kg/m**3

ScOrms ml~~.ws uwml12. 1) -1686.
twin - 96 0U4g*W 100.0 gd~)aYn~s~

.ICV* a 0WO.'. ,n*350@-C. nibq31) 'macffra.

dhwa.O~-7.vflew(3.1)e 28660.

(O£p eoflew3.1) 4 273,

-'a t. POMM(1 I)gre0 WbC4.1) Cr-nna.
tsIS 0. w"f1 1) - 0.0.

PtWW2)- is06-. hydc4.1 *__

cOWMaN *.O toIW -03 -15.064.
wom025n POWNY(3) 10.

am.1 I4 pun')j i.e,.
0011M* 0.0. flnke. InC O-l000

rmvobm 0.6. amWI(1.1) * 4.3.2.1. pb580w *3Vnr

V.31.4 S.CW -rnugn.

Mmnwxh - bs.. Scum.Sh Comiuyp .

drugftuc - 15.76. II"IW(S) a tA.RRE. uftOund tosas.,

del y -10. ftjwiV'QC0. vCaCu2 .

Uautabu.. e G- . nOt(O 1w.

*03 ra 0.PW((4) IMhc
flS ¶063.pkl(14) *'vW

*lm 100. t
ai1) C.

meghn To..jCuitS1) 10
r91X ) 4 *273.

hmW~ fWls. gvs(1)a0.0.

rNun- aS".. n~vl(1) a0.O. n
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T - 1.000E-07 flow
Cycle = 1
Calculation Mesh -

I st X = O.OOE+0-
X INC = 2.00E-03
1 st Y -O.00E+00
Y INC = 2.O00-O!

L 1.0 meter I
r = .015 meter • L

Figure L. 1 Calculation mesh for MACH2 calculation (full model)

T = 8.948E-04
C-ycle- 1000
Velocity
MAX = 2.889E+03

Figure L.2 MACH2 planck full model velocity Cycle 1000 (T,=I0,OOOK, M=3.5)

T = 4.495E-03
Cy.'4e =5000
Ve'-zity
MAX = 2.889E+03 - -

Figure L.3 MACH2 planck full model velocity Cycle 5000 (T0 =10,OOOK, M=3.5)
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T =9.800E-03 N N
Cycle - 10895\ \ \ \
Velocity
MAX -2.889E+03 r-, N

Cycle- = 100

ABS Vorticity
-I .4E+02 A-2.9E+O5

B=5.8E+05 C=8.6E-+O5
D=l.2E4<06 E-l.4E+06+~ = .7E-I06I______ _____
Figure L.5 MACH2 planck &H1 model vorticity Cycle 1000 (TrlIO,OOOK, M=3.5)

T - 4.495E-03
Cycle =5000 ~ __

ABS Vorticity ~- - -

1- .713+02 .A=2.9E405
B=5.8E-405 C-8.7E+05
D-Il.2E-+O6 E=l.5E+06
+ - 1.7E+06

Figure L.6 MACH-2 planck full model vorticity Cycle 5000 (T010O,OOOK,, M=3.5)
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T - 9.800E-03
Cycle - 10895
ABS Vorticitv
- 3.7E+02 A=2.9E+05 __,_____

B=5.SE+05 Cý 3.7E+05
D-=I.2E+06 E=I.SE+06
+ = 1.7E+06

Figure L.7 MACH2 planck full model votrticity Cycle 10895 (To=10,OO0K, M=3.5)

T = 8.948E-04
Cycle= 1000
Ternperanuc %
- = 2.0E-01 A=2.SE-01

B=3.3E-01 C=4.3E-01
D=5.7E-01 E=7.4E-01
+ =9.6E-01I

Figure L.8 MACH2 planck full model temperature Cycle 1000 (To=10,000K, M=3.5)

T = 4.495E-03
Cycle = 5000
Temperature -_
- 2.OE-01 A=2.6E-01
B=3.4E-01 C-4.5E-01
D=5.9E-O1 E=7.6E-01
+ = 1.OE+00

Figure L.9 MACH2 planck full model tempcrature Cycle 5000 (To=0 ,0OOOK, M=3.5)
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T - 9.800E-03
Cycle 10b95
Temperature
- 2.0E-01 A-2.6E-0 I
B=3.4E- I C=4.5E-01 --

D15.9E-01 E=7.6E-0I I__ ____-_

+ = 1OE+00

Figure L. 10 MACH2 planck full model tempcrature Cycle 10895 (T.=I0,000K, M=3.5)

T = 8.948E-04
Cycle = 1000
Pressure
- = 2.5E+06 A=3.IEE+06
B=4.OE+06 C=5.1E+06
D--6.5E-.,06 E=8.3E+06 1

Figure L. 11 MACH2 planck full model Pressure Cycle 1000 (To=10,000K, M=3.5)

T = 4.495E-03
Cycle =5000 w 'V i
Pressur
- 2.6E+06 A=2.9E+06 ,I
B=3.3E+06 C=3.6E406
D-4.1E-+06 E-4.SE+06
+ = 5.(,E+06

Figure L. 12 MACH2 planck full model Pressure Cycle 5000 (Tg=10,00OK, M=3.5)
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T - 9.800E-03
Cycle , .0895
Pressure Q
- = 2.6E+06 A-2.8E+06
E=3.0E+06 C=3.2E+06
D-3.4E-i06 E=3.7E406
+ -•3.9E+06

Figure L. 13 MACH2 planck fiul model pressure Cycle 10895 (T= I0,OOOK, M=3.5)

T - 8.948E-04
Cycle = 1000
Density
- = 1.3E+00 A=.7E4W0
B=2.3E+00 C=3.IE-f0
D=4.2E+00 E=5.8E+00
+ = 7.8E+00 1-

Figure L. 14 MACH2 planck W model density Cycle 1000 (T,10,OOOK, M=3.5)

T = 4.495E-03
Cycle = 5000
Density

-1.3E40 A=I.7E+00
B=2.3E+00 C=3. IEM0
D=4.2E•00 E=5.8E+0'
+ - 7.8E+00

Figure L. 15 MACH2 planck full model density Cycle 5000 (T= 10,000K, M=3,5)
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T - 9M80E-03
Cycle = 10895
Density

-1.3E-fOC A-l.7E-4-0 0

B-2.2E+00 C=2.9E400_____________
D=3.9E+Oo E=5. IE+00
+ -6.8E+00O

Figure L. 16 MACH2 planck Wll model density Cycle 10895 (T010I ,OOOK, M=3.5)
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T - 8.947E-04
Cvcic -1000 N~
V elocity •

MAX'-4.381E+03 "

r- - r-

Figure L. 17 MACH2 planck full model velocity Cycle 1000 (To=23,000K, M=3.5)

T - 4.495E-0"
Cycle - 000Velocity

MAX =4.381EE+03 ,- -

Figure L. 18 MACH2 planck full model velocity Cycle 5000 (To=23,000K, M=3.5)

T -" 9.80E-03

Cycle - 10895
Velocity

MAX - 4.381E+03 - '-

Fir L- 1-2- 5 -..- M-

Figure L. 19 MACH2 planck full model velocity C, 2, 2: i.5 (To=23,000K, M=3 .5)
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T - 8.947E-04
Cycle -1000
ABS Vorltiiy
-IJ3E-H2 A-4.SE+105
839.IE+05 C-1.4E+06
D=1.8E-I06 E=2.3E+06
+-s2.7E+06

Figure L.20 MACH2 planck full model vorticity Cycle 1000 (T.=23,OOOK, M=3.5)

T = 4.495E-03
Cycle - 5000 ________

ABS Vorticitv1

B=9-I E405 C= I.4E-N06
D=1.8E+06 E=2.3E+06

+-2.7E+06

Figure L.21 MACH2 planck fuill model vorticity Cycle 5000 (T0=23,OOOK, M=3.5)

Cydcl 10895______ ____

ABS Vot-ucity__ ______

-1.8E+02 A-4.5E+05
B=9.IE+O5 C=l.4E*06
D-l.8E+06 E=2.3E406
+-2.7E-N06

Figure L.22 MACH2 planck ful~l model vorticity Cycle 10895 (T,,23,OOOK, M=3.5)



T -8.947E-41

Tnupcerature
-i4.2E--OI A=4.9E-0I
F3-5.7E-01 C-6.6E-0l
D-a7.7E4JI E-9.OE-0l
-t-l.lE+0O

Figure L.23 MA~CH-2 planck tiill model temperature Cycle 1000 (T0,=23 ,OOOK, M=3.5)

T =4.495E-03
cycle =-5000 _____________

Temperature I____________
'4.2E-01 A-4.9E-0l I

B-5.7E-0) C=6.6E-OI
D~=7.7E-0l E--9.E-0l

+- 1. 1 E+400

Figure L.24 MAC112 planckcUll model temperature Cycle 5000 (T0 =23,OOOK, M--3.5)

fT = 9.800E-03

Tem~peratrePI
-1-74E-01 tA'.4.9E-01_____________

B-5.7E-01 C-6.6E-01
D-7.7E-0I E-9.OE-0l
+-Il.E+00

Figure L.25 MACH2 planck fulil model temperature Cycle 10895 (T,,23 ,OOOK,
M=3 .5)
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T - 8.947E-04
Cycle -1000M
Presure
-.2. 1lE+06 A-2.4E+06

B-2.8E+06 C-3.2E+06
D-3.6E+06 E-4.2Ew-06 '
-'-4.8E+06H

Figure L.26 MACH2 planck full model pressure Cycle 1000 (T,=23,000K, M=3.5)

T - 4.495E-03
Cycle 50SO0
Presmwa-I V

-2.1E+06 A=2.2E+06 7
B-2.3E+06 C-2.3E+06 U
D-2.4E+06 E=2.5E+06

Figure L,.27 MACH2 planck 4.ull model pressure Cycle 5000 (T0=23,OOOK,M=3.5)

Cycle -10895 _____________

-2.1 E+06 A-2.2E+06
BI-2.3E-f06 C-2.3E+06
D-2.4E406 E-2.5E+06
+-2.6E4.06

Figure L.28 MACH-2 planck full model pressure Cycle 10895 (T0)23,OOOK, M=3.5)
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T -8.947 E-04
Cycle= 100
Density
-~8.3E-01 A-I.0E+0O
B=l.3E+GO C=l.7E+00

2.1 E+O0 E=2.7E400
-~-3.4E+007

Figure L.2ý MACH2 planck Ml~ model density Cycle 1000 (T0,23,000&, M=3.5)

T =4.495E-03
Cycle =5003
Density
-8.2E.Oa A--9.8E-01__ ________

B=1.2E+00 C-1.4E+O0
D=1.6E-4-0 E=2.OE-40O
+=2,3E+,00

Figure L.30 IMACH2 planck full model density Cycle 500 (T0 =23,0OOKM=3.5)

Cycle -10895______________

Density________ ___

-=8.2E-01 Ain9.8E-01__ _________

B=l.2E-'-0 C-1.4E+O0
D'-1.6E4OO E-2.OE40O
+-2.3E+00

Figure L.3 1 MACH2 pluimck full model density Cycle 10895 (T0 -23,OOOK, M=3.5)
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APPENDIX

B. Questionnaire

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

NAME RANK

NUMBER OF YEARS MILITARY FLYING (INCLUDE UPT)__

QUALIFIED AS A CIVILIAN PILOT Xj& IF YES LIST RATING

LIST AIRCRAFT FLOWN IN REVERSE CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
FORMAT: ACFI - YEARS FLOWN - HOURS

EXAMPLE:
F-16 89-92 600HRS A-10 86-89 550HRS T-38 84-85 150HRS T-37 84 75HRS
T-41 83 20HRS

LIST LOW LEVEL TIME (EXCLUDING UPT)
FOPIAT: ACdFTr YEVADS FLO.WN. HOURS

EXAMPLE:
C-130 91-92 40HRS

LIST AIRCRAFT YOU ARE PRESENTLY CURRENT AND QUALIFIED IN

HOURS FLOWN LAST 30 DAYS 60 DAYS 90 DAYS

LIST ANY AIRCRAFT IN WHICH YOU HAVE OR PRESENTLY HOLD INSTRUCTOR STATUS

TOTAL FLIGHT TIME CIVILIAN & MILITARY

HAVE YOU EVER FLOWN THE MS-i SIMULATOR? Y/1N
IF YES, WHEN AND FOR WHAT PURPOSE?
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